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Book seven of THE RACHAEL O'BRIEN CHRONICLES is Rachael’s last year of college, but
before classes begin her grandmother's stately home is burgled and a rare book of prophecies is
defaced with a menacing message threatening the family.Skeletons from the past begin
tumbling out of the closet, implicating Rachael in a string of murders. When her psychic mother
vanishes and a strange old key is delivered without a return address she is left to wonder if
there's a link.With sinister forces threatening her, the life and death question becomes whether
Rachael can rely on unlikely liaisons to escape an inherited vendetta in Paisley Ray's PRAISE
THE LARD.
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fried chicken coating falling into the cracks of my car seat upholstery.“That’s a sacrilegious thing
to say,” Katie Lee smarted off from the backseat of my convertible VW.“Give a piece a try. You
won’t be able to contain your hallelujah bells from gonging. I don’t mean to brag, but there’s no
denying my recipe is better than the Colonel’s. This chicken is going to be the talk of Rachael’s
new mama’s baby shower.”“You told us we couldn’t have any until the party,” Jet said.“Seeing
we’re almost there, you can have one,” Francine said as she passed a foil-lined box toward Katie
Lee and Jet.My take-no-crap buxom bayou friend, Francine Battle, was gifted at three things:
giving her opinion, insulting you with her opinion, and cooking. Somehow her cooking softened
the blunt poetic comments she slung by making your taste buds feel special. After spending the
summer in a plantation house on the outskirts of Beaufort, South Carolina, with Francine, we’d
made a road trip of our late summer drive to Ohio, picking up Jet in Bluffton, then overnighting in
New Bern to collect Katie Lee. My college buds had graciously offered to come to Canton to
help me celebrate—code for survive—Dad’s fiancée’s baby shower before we all had to return to
North Carolina College for our senior year.Despite the late summer heat swell, the leaves on my
grandmother Geneva McCarty’s tree-shaded property retained lush hues of green. Begonias
had been planted in deep rows beneath boxwoods, giving the outside of the house, much like
my grandmother’s life, a meticulously curated appearance with their waxy leaves and delicate
blooms.I was about to begin senior year, the final collegiate hurrah that bygone students had
nicknamed the “coast” year. Figuring our predecessors knew all the nuances of campus life, my
roommates were looking forward to the last two semesters ahead, but something I couldn’t
explain picked inside of me, and even though I hadn’t yet set foot on campus, registered for
classes, or met any of my professors, already things felt wrong.Following the winding drive
around the side of the house, I slammed on the brakes. Dad’s How’s Your Art work van and a
pileup of cars, the blue-and-white police kind, blocked close access to the rear of the house.
Leaving a generous berth behind the rearmost cop car, I cut the engine, and we watched.
Outside, the property was quiet. Something was going on inside, but I had no idea
what.“O’Brien, unless your nana is throwing a benefit for the police retirement fund, there’s
action going down,” Francine said.Katie Lee leaned forward and stuck her head between the
front seats. “This doesn’t look good, y’all.”Lunging forward, Jet wound the passenger side
window up. “You got a convoluted history. Dead bodies, missing art, being kidnapped across
state lines, drug busts, FBI inquiries.”Not one of my friends said anything in my defense, and
before I thought of something clever to shut them up, Francine distracted me by snagging a wing
from the tin foil to-go snack box she’d packed before we left Lady’s Island. Expertly finishing it off
to the bone, she licked her right thumb and forefinger before her mouth motored on. “Your clan
can’t contain its crazy. Along the way, somebody done someone real wrong, and now y’all are
paying the price. I’m not one to be judging, but the O’Briens are cursed. You people are hexed
and need the services of a professional spirit entity removal.”“Like an exorcism?” Jet asked.I
clunked my head on the steering wheel.Francine’s bare feet now rested above the glove box
dashboard, and she admired her toenail polish. One foot was baby blue and the other a soft



pink. She said it put her in a more festive baby shower kinda mood. “Luckily we know just the
right person for a cleanse. True southerners can get a little skittish crossing the Mason-Dixon
Line.”“You three didn’t have a problem,” I said.Plowing over my commentary, Francine continued,
“And it might take some persuading. Though first we’d have to find her.”“Francine, my family is
not cursed or hexed, and no one has done anything wrong.”Francine puckered her lips and
exaggerated a stare at the flashing lights. “Um-hmm.”Leaning over the center console, I
whispered in her ear, “Do I have to remind you that Rilda confessed to doing in Buell Blake?
She’s the last person I need help from.”“Root doctors have a lot of responsibilities with the well-
being of the community. The woman was under duress, and if anything, it was self-defense.”
Eyeballing the foil-lined box, she continued, “It doesn’t have to be her. It could be someone from
my bayou.”I actually knew someone like that, and thoughts of Ezora Laveau and the chance
encounter I’d had with the voodoo lady in New Orleans a few years back flashed through my
mind, but I quickly dismissed the memory. Maybe bringing Francine and my roommates home
for moral support was a bad idea. For one, they embraced this whole baby shower party with too
much enthusiasm, and two, they were distracting.“No fire trucks or ambulances, that’s a bonus,”
Jet said.“It’s probably nothing.”“Rachael O’Brien, do you honestly believe that? Because it sure
looks like something to the rest of us sitting here,” Francine said.Francine’s honesty sprinkled
salt on a wounded equilibrium I struggled to maintain. I cultivated sanity by hovering in Denial
Alley and clung to the illusion that my family was somehow normal. Knowing this was shaky
ground, it seemed a good moment to stay stum. I opened my door and stepped out of the
car.“We could drive to the nearest gas station and call first,” Katie Lee said.We’d driven with the
top of my Volkswagen Cabriolet down, and reaching back, I pressed the lever that slid the driver
seat forward. None of my roommates had exited the car, so I assured them, “Crazy only
happens down south.”“Maybe your gran is giving donuts away?” Jet asked.“Doubt it. She’s not
fond of the attention of the authorities.”Inhaling a deep, calming breath, I willed serenity as I
walked along the driveway toward the sidewalk that led to the kitchen, but stopped when a
policeman strode up the lawn and signaled us with a raised palm. Its firmness along with his
quick pace definitely said stop and wasn’t mistaken for a hello.“What’s your business
here?”“Business?” Katie Lee repeated. “Rachael’s grandmother lives here. She’s supposed to
be coming with us to her son’s baby shower.”The policeman’s forehead grew creases. “Say
again?”I looked at the badge he wore. “Officer Warren, that’s my dad’s van. I’m Rachael
O’Brien.”He dug inside a pant pocket and pulled out a wadded crumple of white. At first I thought
it was an old Kleenex, but I noticed elastic ribbing on the edges. “You ladies can go inside, but
you’ll need to wear booties and not touch anything.”“Is my grandmother all right?”“Everyone
reacts differently in these situations. Anger, fear, but Mrs. McCarty has nerves of steel. She’s
taking this as just a blip in her day.”My roommates huddled close. “Situations?” Jet asked before
I had a chance.“There’s been a break-in. We’re nearly finished sweeping the property and filing
the incident report.”Hopping from foot to foot, I slipped on the paper shoe protectors and raced
into the kitchen. GG and Dad were sitting at the corner banquette bench, both cradling near-



empty teacups.“Rachael?” Dad said.“What’s going on? We were just going to pick up GG and
meet you at the shower.”He glanced at his watch and winced. “I thought we’d still make it. I didn’t
want to worry anyone until we knew more.”Two officers passed through the kitchen. As they
moved outside, we all heard a police walkie-talkie emit the crackly static of a woman’s voice. “All
clear, Martin? You wrapping up? We got a 503 at the Belden Village Mall that needs your
attention.”“Knew more about what?” I asked.“Who’s been in your grandmother’s home.”“Was
anyone hurt? Anything stolen?” I asked.“It was silly. Probably a teenage prank,” GG said.My
mind moved like a pinball machine, abuzz with warning bells, zips, and pings. Dad and I
exchanged a heedful look. My grandmother had very deep pockets. How wealthy she was, I
didn’t exactly know, but the art and antiquities in her home I estimated to soar into the seven
figures. Back in the day, she’d worked for a magazine mogul and traveled the world to secure
pricey treasures for his collection. A slick negotiator, she’d made plenty of deals for herself in the
process. After getting wrapped up with an amethyst oyster brooch she’d gifted to me, I’d been
chased halfway around the world by a Turk and hoped this little break-in didn’t have anything to
do with him. Naw, Scotland Yard had that treasure now, and the Turk knew it.“Rachael dear, you
haven’t introduced me.”“GG, these are my roommates from North Carolina. Jet, Katie Lee,
Francine, this is Geneva McCarty.”Pleasantries were mumbled and hands were shaken. The
officer we’d seen outside came in carrying a Polaroid camera and a plastic baggie filled with
photographs. Tipping his brimmed cap, he said they were all done and that he’d be in touch.GG
moved to the sink and began filling up the kettle.“Why do you think it was a prank?” Jet
asked.“Things were out of place, clothes thrown on the closet floor, chests gaping out from the
wall, books strewn about, but as far as I’ve been able to tell, none of my valuables or art has
been taken.”“What about jewelry?” Katie Lee asked.She must have remembered the oyster
brooch trouble too.GG turned on the gas burner. “I wear my best pieces and rotate them in and
out of my safety deposit box each season. Everything else I own is costume, and it seems in
order.”“You sure are calm,” Katie Lee said. “If my stuff had been violated, I’d be freaking.”I nudged
Katie Lee with my elbow. Even when her heart was in the right place, sometimes she could be so
insensitive.“Items can be replaced, people cannot,” GG said.“What were the good-for-nothin’s
after?” Francine asked.“We’ll know shortly,” Dad said.“What do you mean?” I asked.GG flicked
her wrist through the air. “Earlier this summer, John convinced me to have an alarm system
installed.”“Even put in a few hidden security cameras,” Dad said.This was news to me. Until a few
days ago, I’d spent the summer working in Beaufort. I looked from Dad to my grandmother and
wondered why he’d suddenly taken an interest in his mother’s security. I hadn’t told Dad about
the dead body down in Beaufort over the summer, but I presumed bigmouth Trudy, his bride-to-
be, had.“I’ve been happy with similar equipment at the shop. The alarm company monitors the
system and calls police immediately if there’s a problem. The camera footage is stored on a VHS
tape that’s here at the house. As soon as the police are able to take a look, we should have
some answers.”“Why didn’t the alarms scare off the burglars?” Francine asked.“That does
debunk the teenager theory somewhat,” Dad said. “Whoever did this disengaged the alarms. But



we’re hoping that they didn’t notice the hidden cameras.”The kettle whistled, and Geneva asked,
“Tea?”I noticed her voice pitch an octave higher than normal.Heads nodded, and she began
setting out Aynsley bone china teacups and saucers. Removing a bird-egg-blue saucer with
gold-trimmed edges from the cupboard, GG jumped as it slipped to the floor and smashed.Dad
found a dustpan to sweep up the shards, and after giving his mother a shoulder squeeze, he
said, “Everything will be okay.” He retired toward a back bedroom to use the phone. “I better call
Trudy. Let her know we’re running late.”Geneva set milk and sugar and a plate of shortbread
wafers on the table. “One more cuppa and we can all head over to the party.”“Could I see your
security system?” Jet asked.“What a curious request.”“Jet’s into nuts and bolts. She works at a
mechanic shop,” I said.Geneva pointed. “There are two control panels in the house. One in my
upstairs bedroom and another near the door by the library.”Jet stood and went to
investigate.Katie Lee asked, “Is there a little girls’ room?”“Down the hall to the left, dear.”“The
shortcake is so flakey and yellow. Do you use Crisco in the recipe?” Francine asked.“Irish butter.
Would you mind if I borrow Rachael for a moment?”Francine waved us off as she surveyed an
uneaten cookie that rested on the edge of Katie Lee’s saucer.I followed my grandmother to the
library, and we both halted, seeing the wires that hung out of a control box where Jet poked
around with a miniature screwdriver. “Spliced the wires before the alarm sounded.”“Can you put
that back together?” I asked.“Nope, needs replacement wiring, and you’ll have to reset the
control panel.”GG nodded. “Someone from the alarm company will do all that.”As Jet headed up
the stairs, Geneva told her, “The bedroom at the far end of the hall is the master.”Behind me,
Geneva closed the French interior etched glass doors. Settling into an armchair, she opened a
wooden box where neatly stacked layers of Indonesian cigarettes were stored. Fitting one into
her jeweled extender, she motioned for me to sit in the desk chair below the Cassandra portrait.
It was a beautiful painting with vibrant colors. If she continued to smoke with doors closed, it
would need a linseed oil cleaning again in the not-too-distant future. Beneath it on the desk lay a
leather-bound book. Nostradamus’s translation of Horapollon of Manuthis’s Hieroglyphica. “The
book of Nostradamus.”She raised an eyebrow as she lit her cigarette.I sank into her worn leather
desk chair and asked, “Does it have to do with the break-in?”She exhaled a plume of smoke.
“Seems a rival of mine hasn’t forgotten or forgiven the past. It’s a long story.”“Start from the
beginning.”NOTE TO SELFCould Francine be right? Are some families just cursed?CHAPTER
2If That Don’t Get Your Fire Started, Your Wood’s Wet“The beginning. That would be France
during World War Two.”Perched on the edge of the leather chair, I stroked my eyetooth with the
tip of my tongue. Geneva wasn’t one to rush life, and this memory, and its correlation to the book
of Nostradamus, I assumed, wouldn’t disappoint.“It wasn’t safe. The Germans were taking
control of France, but John and I didn’t plan on being in the country for long. We’d traveled
across the border from Switzerland, and after we met our contact east of Lyon, we planned to
take possession of the book and leave with it the way we came. It was supposed to be
simple.”“John?” I whispered.Her expressionless face traveled to capture a distant memory. “Your
grandfather. He was an Irishman. We were an unlikely match, but after our paths crossed, we



became inseparable.”“Oh, GG, I’d always wanted to ask, but never found the words. And Dad
doesn’t talk about personal matters. He never officially told me Trudy was pregnant. Just
mentioned it on the phone.”The brown cigarette she lit crackled as she inhaled. “Our family isn’t
one for showing feelings, following rules, or abiding by tradition. I became pregnant with your
father before I was married.” Her eyes locked with mine. “Surprised you on that one, did I?”“Well,
it’s just. I never thought that you were the type to become accidentally pregnant.” Like Trudy!“You
have to remember, it was during the war. The armies had retreated to Dunkirk, the German
occupation of Paris had begun. No one had the luxury of planning a romantic wedding. We didn’t
know what would happen in the next few days, let alone six months. It didn’t bother me much. By
that time, I owned property and had set aside reserves, but John was more of a traditionalist,
and I’d agreed to marry him as soon as we got the book out of France. That was cut short when
he was killed.”“By the Germans?”“Ironically, no. We were being followed by others who wanted
the same thing. A salvo of bullets began flying, and he was hit as we made our escape. He lost
so much blood. By the time we neared the Swiss border, he’d passed.”The more she told me,
the more confused I became. “I don’t understand. What’s so great about the book of
Nostradamus? I mean I know it’s old and worth a lot of money. But murder?”GG inhaled. “It holds
a prophecy. A telling of the future.”Everyone knew that, and besides, it wasn’t the only old book
that warned and made predictions. Sickened that my biological grandfather had been so
needlessly killed over some dumb book, I shivered in dismay.“Among a small circle of
intellectuals, collectors, scientists, an old tale has persisted.”She exhaled, and we both heard
Dad’s muffled voice talking to my roommates in the kitchen.“This particular book is said to have
a power so divine that the keeper will be able to predict natural and man-made events with great
accuracy.”“You make it sound like it has magical qualities. That’s not plausible.”“Weather, floods,
earthquakes, wars.”“That stuff happens all the time.”She nodded.I stared.“Whoever possesses
this ancient text will know what catastrophes will happen before they happen. Rachael, don’t you
see? If it were true, if you knew what was going to happen, you could make a fortune.”“On the
stock market?” I asked.“All sorts of ways. Selling needed supplies, rebuilding destroyed cities,
financing building projects, selling information to enemies. The wealth you could amass is mind
boggling.”We heard footsteps, and there was a knock at the door. “Geneva,” Dad said, “I
explained the situation to Trudy, and she’s become worried, says she’ll cancel the shower.”“Oh
no, that’s not necessary.”“I need to head back to the house. You ready?”“Why don’t you take
Rachael’s friends? She and I will lock up and be there shortly. Give us a little time together
before she sets off for school in the morning.”“You two are coming, aren’t you?” he asked.GG
flicked some ashes off the tip of her cigarette into a leaded crystal dish. “Wouldn’t miss the
festivities,” she said with a secret wink at me.My father looked from his mother to me. “Everything
okay?”“Fine. The damn saucer was just an accident. Don’t make more of it than it was.”“I’ll load
the girls in the van and take off, if you’re sure.”“I am. Now get going. We’ll be there shortly.”Dad
closed the door, and GG pointed to the book of Nostradamus. “Open it.”A few summers ago, she
had divulged that this old-looking leather-bound book was a reproduction, but it was delicate



and I wasn’t wearing gloves, so I used my shirttails to cover the oil on my fingers and pry open
the cover. Inside, a rough drawing along with a note penned in a black Sharpie marker had
saturated through several velum pages.My hands began to tremble, and I settled them into my
lap. A dreamlike fog clouded my thoughts, and my vision blurred.Hovering in a state between
sleep and wakefulness, I watched a woman with her back to me and bent my ear to understand
the French she spoke. Fear gripped me, and I couldn’t decide if she wanted to help me or keep
me prisoner, and I struggled to see her face.GG’s voice drew my attention. “As you can see, the
intruder left a message.”On the side of the marked page was a drawing of a Greek god wrestling
with a serpent. I’d seen this image before, most notably tattooed on the back of someone I’d
slept with. The sophomore year fling was a mistake, and I had worked hard to suppress naked
images of Jackson Kimball. Problem was, the southern badass who fancied himself a
pharmaceutical baron had a habit of disrupting my life. “It’s the thirteenth zodiac sign. What does
that have to do with anything?”“I’m not entirely sure.”“Did you show the police?”She exhaled.Silly
question. I knew my grandmother didn’t trust the police.I read the annotation. You stole the
original. Was it worth it? Have you forgotten the stakes?“Where is the original?”“I parted with it
decades ago.”“Do you recognize the handwriting?”She shook her head.“Any ideas?” I asked.“A
few.”“Have you told Dad?”“No.”“Why did you show me?”“Rachael, you and I are cast from the
same mold, and although my past has nothing to do with your present, as you can see,
someone is holding a grudge, and I want you to be…” She paused as she stubbed out her
cigarette. “Alert.”Cradling my face in my palms, I pressed my fingertips to my temples.“Whoever
did this may go after Dad or Trudy.”“Don’t worry about those two. I’ve taken precautions for
them.”“Are you saying that I have a target on my back?”“The whole England incident, Ahmed.”
Her voice trailed. “There are fools out there who think old and young women are easy
marks.”Our eyes connected, and I stared incredulously. It was selfish of me, but all that raced
through my mind was questions of how GG’s past was going to screw with my senior year of
college. Most students have a hard enough time coping with class assignments and preparing to
find a job or apply to graduate schools their senior year. Now I had the extra pressure of
watching my back.“So what now?”“We go to Trudy’s party.”“After that?”“Rachael, we can’t stop
living because of this hiccup. We will go on like we normally would, just a bit more…watchful.”GG
moved out of the library, and I followed. “That’s your plan? I go back to campus, stay alert, and
act normal?”“Precisely.”“But what if some lunatic tries to abduct me? That’s what could happen,
right? You’re implying that I could be kidnapped in exchange for the real book of
Nostradamus.”“That won’t happen.”“How can you be sure?”“I intend to take precautions for your
protection too. But don’t worry, you won’t notice a thing.”NOTE TO SELFI thought I wanted to
know about my grandparents and never understood why my father avoided talking about
them.CHAPTER 3If Wishes Were Fishes, We’d All Cast NetsSweet summer smells of grass and
roses intermingled with the warmth of the afternoon. The perfect August day was the kind I
remembered from those endless childhood summers.I led GG to the backyard of Dad’s house,
where we walked through a pink-and-blue balloon arch. Beyond, matching streamers danced in



the light breeze above the arrayed picnic benches. Baby rattles hung from tree branches, and
the food table held the sorry remains of curled egg salad sandwich triangles, a handful of
Francine’s fried chicken pieces, and a clump of potato salad that hid in a corner of a carved baby
carriage zucchini.“Isn’t this quaint,” GG said and moved toward the punch bowl.With the
wedding planned for November and the baby due in December, I thought Trudy and Dad were
cutting the nuptials and joyous delivery a little close. I’d nodded at their plans and, very adultlike,
didn’t voice my concern. Now in our backyard, I watched as ladies I didn’t recognize mingled
while sipping brandy, ginger ale, cranberry, and sherbet punch from paper cups.As Trudy
Bleaux’s pregnancy had progressed, she’d abandoned her sardine smoothies and energy boost
regime and reverted to normal food, which had added ten pounds to Dad’s waistline. A fan of
spandex, she wore bike shorts with a fitted tank top that clung to her like melted butter on a
rising biscuit. Flaunting her belly and bigger boobs, I would have bet on Trudy packing on at least
twenty by now, but her modest bump was firmly molded like a Tupperware bowl while the rest of
her looked like it always had, maybe even better. Dad was way too old to be making babies with
his overly pliable aerobics instructor, and I would’ve preferred to be in Greensboro with two
states between me and my pregnant soon-to-be stepmother. I’d considered her a headache, but
now, six months along, carrying my half brother or sister, my dad’s girlfriend had morphed into a
life ache.Wrapping me in hug, Trudy gushed, “You’re the best. Collecting GG and even bringing
your friends here to help us celebrate. I just couldn’t ask for a sweeter stepdaughter.”She said
the words I didn’t want to accept. In a couple of months, it would be official.“How is GG? Her
nerves must be on edge after the break-in. With you and your roommates leaving tomorrow, I
told your dad that she should stay in the nursery until she feels comfortable going back to that
big old empty house. But she’s stubborn. Do you think you could convince her?”“GG likes her
independence,” I said and looked to my roommates, who’d commandeered a corner table. There
was a tray of small, unlabeled jars arranged around a soft pastel carnation centerpiece that kept
up the baby theme. “What’s in those glass jars?” I asked.“You made it in time for the baby food
tasting contest.”“Fabulous, I better take a seat.” Excusing myself, I breezed over to the picnic
table and picked up a container whose cap had a number seven on it. Trudy was serious about
us ingesting this creamy gook? Jet removed a lid on another and scrunched her nose at the
brownish-orange puree with chunks of pink before passing it and a plastic spoon to Katie
Lee.“Like hell am I tasting that mess.”Francine swatted at a horsefly. “I’m not comfortable with all
these fitness enthusiast types. What if they break into some sorta stroller race or diaper relay?”I
slumped onto the end of the picnic bench and used my finger to trace the pink-and-blue baby-
hand-and-foot stamp design on the plastic tablecloth.“You look like someone’s stole the cherry
off your Sunday,” Francine said.“The GG break-in thing,” I confessed.“That doesn’t have anything
to do with you,” Katie Lee said.“Not on the surface. But when honest people are wronged for no
good reason…”“Does this have to do with Hodge’s arrest?” Francine asked.“The caretaker at the
plantation house in Beaufort?” Jet asked. “Why are you so worried about him?”“I can’t wrap my
head around how an innocent man can be mistakenly arrested and charged with murder. And



his bail being set at a hundred thousand. It’s not like he’s a flight risk with some swank second
home in the Caribbean.”Francine produced a battery-powered fan from her purse and held it to
her face. “I told you I’ve been working on it.”“You’ve only studied prelaw and interned at a firm for
one summer. Are you just saying that to shut me up?”“Rachael O’Brien, I take offense to your
tone and the implication that I’m making light of the case. I’m lawyer material,” she said, slinking
her free hand up and down the prominent curves of her figure. “I may not have a degree yet, but I
got connections.”“What connection?”“I’ve consulted Campbell and spoken to Brisby.”It surprised
me that she brought up Campbell, her secret summer fling thing that I knew all about. He wasn’t
on my list of likeable, and I hoped he wouldn’t be visiting her at school. I decided to skip over any
mention of him and asked, “Who’s Brisby?”“You got marbles between your ears? Mr. Brisby is
one of the partners at Hickley, Smith, and Brisby. I convinced Mr. B to take on Hodge’s case, pro
bono. The paperwork has already been processed.”“I’ve been worried for weeks. Why didn’t you
tell me?”“You’ve been acting erratic and doing things without thinking. In your case, less is more,
and I thought that not mentioning the case would’ve mellowed you out.”“I told the police Hodge
was innocent and gave them the proof.”“Turning in that severed finger as corroborative evidence
wasn’t exactly a smooth move.”“I thought the Buell Blake murder was an open-and-shut case.
Hodge didn’t kill him, period.”“That’s not the way the law works. Murder is never simple. The
wheels of justice turn at their own pace. Your naïve honesty has cast a shadow of suspicion on
your ass. Everyone is hopeful that Hodge will be released, but it hasn’t happened yet, and I
didn’t want to say nothing until there was something solid.”Hodge’s predicament weighed on my
conscience. I didn’t know him all that well, and I wasn’t the one who’d gotten him tangled in that
dead-body-in-the-shed mess, but I realized it could have just as easily been me or Francine in
his shoes, and that didn’t sit well.Trudy clapped her hands, snapping the guests to attention, and
one of her friends announced, “It’s time for the competitions.” Other women passed out pencils
and paper and instructed us to write down all the gift items that started with the letter B. Bibs,
blankets, baby bottles. Whoever had the most would win a door prize. A free month membership
of aerobics classes at the gym.After downing an extra punch that Katie Lee offered me, I laid my
head back on the empty portion of the picnic bench and watched a lone cloud meander its way
across the sky. Something strange had happened at GG’s, and it wasn’t the first time. The
waking dreams I had when I looked at the book of Nostradamus had been recurring. I’d begun
having them the night Hodge was arrested. Each time they were a little different, yet familiar, and
I didn’t know what they meant.Francine stood up and peered over the table. “Pull it together,
O’Brien. Stop sulking.”“I’m not sulking. It’s been a busy afternoon. I’m resting my eyeballs.”Katie
Lee scribbled something on her paper, and Jet read it out loud. “Breast pump? I thought that
contraption Trudy’s holding was some kind of newfangled oil funnel.”Periodically glancing down
at me, Katie Lee said, “Rach, you don’t look so good.”“How would you look if you were attending
your father’s girlfriend’s baby shower a few months before the wedding?”“Bibs and bottles,” Katie
Lee said and scratched notes on her paper. “Oh, and baby carriage.” She looked at me again.
“It’s not so bad. You only have today to get through. Tomorrow we drive back to North Carolina.”I



pushed up on my elbows. “For you it may be one day, but for me it’s a life sentence.”“That’s a bit
dramatic. Your dad’s girlfriend is a ball of harmless energy,” Jet said.“Easy for you to say. You
don’t have to spend Christmases and Thanksgivings with her.”“There’s a lesson here—birth
control,” Katie Lee said, and we all made knowing eyes toward one another.“Mom running off
with that aura-reading phony started it all, and now I’m living one big screw-up that I can’t
escape.”Francine’s shadow shaded my head. Anchoring her hands on her hourglass-shaped
hips, she glanced at the clouds and shook her head. “Enough of this poor me. Rachael O’Brien,
you need to leave your inner child behind.”“I was looking for a round of sympathy, not a
lecture.”Katie Lee removed a tube of lipstick from her pocked and reapplied.“Is that the cake
they brought out?” Jet asked.Tugging my limp body upright, Francine said, “You need to stiffen
up. Put on your big girl pants and paint a cheery face. Try acting like you’re happy for your dad
and his new wife.”“But I’m not happy for them.”NOTE TO SELFDad and Trudy’s bond is moving
at warp speed. As hard as I’ve tried to come to terms with their union and forthcoming addition, I
never really thought it would happen.SEPTEMBER 1989CHAPTER 4Aim ToTrue to form, the
Carolina heat flogged those who dared to expose themselves to it for more than five minutes. All
my roommates were true southerners, which meant that they were immune to the rising mercury
and didn’t outwardly show signs of breaking a sweat. Although I’d been living most of the last
three years in North Carolina, June through August, I still wilted into a muddle of tacky
perspiration. Francine would look at my droopy appearance and make some offhand comment
about watching for scattering ants that bring fair weather.Having my class schedule and being
settled into Sheila Sinclair’s swank house, I expected college life to begin clucking along,
especially since Stone, my pseudo noncommitted boyfriend—which translated into neither of us
saying we were exclusive—had secured a teaching position on campus. The sparks were still
there, and I anticipated that we’d be rekindling the flame very soon.In the past, unsavory
associations had thrown detours into my college experience. Over the summer I determined that
a lack of planning and not sticking to a schedule on my part was mostly to blame for the hiccups
that had found their way into my stratosphere. This year, I came to campus prepared, and with
finances, housing, classes, and even a romance neatly aligned, I’d channel my focus on making
my grades and getting a degree.I rushed between buildings and navigated the shortest route
toward the air-conditioned solace of the Weatherspoon Gallery where I could count on freezer
zone temperatures. Housing high-priced art and sculptures, it was the one place that couldn’t
afford humidity.A necessary requirement to keep my art history scholarship, I’d arranged this
internship at the campus art gallery. “How did your class selection work out this semester? Did
you get all the courses you needed?” Liz Stein, the curator, asked from the opposite side of the
back storage room. Her delicate skin, the abundance of rouge on her cheeks that hadn’t been
blended, and the pink lipstick that gleamed too bright for her coloring gave her the resemblance
of a porcelain doll.Leaning my backside on an empty corner desk, I answered, “I did,” before
realizing how curt my two-word response sounded. I chided myself for not making more of an
effort on day one with my new intern boss. In my defense, I didn’t know her all that well and didn’t



want to overload her with unnecessary drivel.Liz widened her eyes and tilted her head. A
knowing silent bond connected us. Jack Ray, a deranged art swindler who had dated and run an
import scam with one of my professors last year, had also cheated the campus gallery with fake
paintings a few years before. I’d messed up his plans both times, and for that he had tried to kill
me. With the passing of time and other pressing life blips, I’d banished his memory to the
outskirts of my radar screen and hoped Liz had done the same.“No odd occurrences or
sightings?” she asked.I concentrated to read the creases sketched around her eyes and mouth.
Deep enough to refuse the modest amount of foundation and blush she wore, they gave her a
stoic appearance, and I wasn’t sure if that question was meant to be light and funny or serious.
Why couldn’t she leave history where it belonged? I rubbed the eye of Horus pendant I wore on
my neck. Although it was superstitious of me, I didn’t like to talk about the past. Normally I was a
straight shooter kind of gal, not one to be lured by talk of omens, curses, or prophecies. I
believed everything had a natural order, yet, logic be damned, felt that if I talked about people,
ones I didn’t want involvement with, it would open an invitation for them to revisit. There were a
handful of names I avoided discussing: Billy Ray, who was dead; his cousin Jack, who was in
prison; Professor Schleck, who last I heard had been placed on an unpaid sabbatical for her
involvement in the import of stolen art from Germany. “No, nothing,” I said and scavenged around
my brain for a safe subject.Feigning an interest in the pile of boxes that sat in the corner of the
room, I asked, “Is that donor artwork?”She shook her head. “New exhibition. The gallery will be
exploring the signs of the zodiac, past and present.”“Zodiac?”Her head bobbed with vigor. “It’s
going to be something very special. The time line will be vast, ranging from ancient times to
modern day. I have arranged to borrow some exquisite pieces, bronze zodiac heads, an Iranian
inkwell with carved zodiac medallions, some sixteenth-century jade Qing dynasty carvings, as
well as life-sized photography of Sala dello Zodiaco. The exhibit will pose the question: Signs of
the Zodiac: Man’s Juxtaposition of Science and Prophecy?”It wouldn’t have been my choice for
an exhibition theme.Lowering her voice, she said, “You must’ve been shocked when you
discovered your roommate and the professor had been taken prisoner by that Jack Ray creep.
Poor things. Such an ordeal.”Checking my Swatch, I realized the minutes were ticking like hours.
“I’ve put all that behind me and am looking forward to my senior-year classes and interning
here.” From impolite to kiss ass in under two seconds. Well done, O’Brien.Liz moved to nuke a
mug of water. After a minute of high-pitched whirling sounds, she removed the cup and dunked a
tea bag three times before setting the barely moistened bag on a saucer. “You’re so wise at such
a young age. Bet you’re excited to graduate. Are you going to pursue another degree or a
career?” I heaved a sigh. Thank God, a more pleasant topic.“I’ll probably apply to grad school. I
want to keep a few options open.”“Do you have any classes with the new professor, Atticus
Kensington?”“‘Perspectives in Preservation.’”Liz blew on her tea. “With your background at your
family restoration business, you should be teaching Atticus.”Since when had Liz become my
biggest fan? The way she sat on the edge of her roller chair, not taking her eyes off me, felt
intrusive. I mean I was nobody, just a broke art history student trying to get a degree. A hideous



thought wrapped around my brain. Could Liz Stein be afraid of me? Was that why she wanted to
delve into a personal chat? Was she worried that I was a trouble magnet and that she could be
next?We both heard the clunk clunk of dolly wheels over the threshold from the hallway into the
storage room that served as Liz’s and my intern office. The courier wore a pair of lightning bolt
Neff Brodie sunglasses and a baseball hat, embroidered with the logo Package Plus Delivery.
Stopping in front of me, he extended his clipboard. “O’Brien.”Being recognized before you
recognized someone was never good. Rocking onto his toes, the guy fidgeted, and my eye was
drawn to a toothpick that bobbed along the bottom quadrants of his mouth. This courier was like
a bad banana that turns the bunch brown. “Nash Wilson. You’re still a delivery boy?”A cocky grin
grew on his face. “You keep mailing and accepting them, and soon you’ll be qualified for a job at
the post office.”“You two know one another?” Liz asked.“Not really.”“Yeah, we do. O’Brien and I
go way back.”Liz gave us a curious look.I signed quickly. “Acquaintance by association. Thought
even you’d be able to find some other line of work by now.”He unloaded the pile at my feet.
“Seems we’ve both found our calling. Package business is booming.”From behind her desk, Liz
stood. “Do be careful. These are for the zodiac exhibition.”“Zodiac? Are y’all gonna have one of
those horoscope readers who dishes out romantic advice and predictions? Women love that
kinda shit. My momma only buys the paper for her horoscope. Throws the rest away.” He nudged
my arm. “The juicier, the better. She says they always come true, as long as you follow the
clues.”Liz removed a log book from a drawer of her desk and moved toward the pile of boxes. As
she looked at each one, she made a checkmark in the book she held. “It is unfortunate. We live
in a time where most people think of their zodiac sign as a column that comes out in the back of
a magazine or newspaper.”“I’m a Cancer. The sensitive type,” he said.The don’t-think easy-buck
trouble-prone type. His dufus assertion coerced a brain dump to spew out of my mouth.
“Historically, the zodiac was a circle of twelve thirty-degree divisions of celestial longitude. The
divisions were called signs. Sailors used the night sky to determine their course. Before
compasses, the zodiac served as a celestial navigation system.”“What about the animals and
birth stones?” Nash asked.“People confuse astrology with astronomy.”Nash worked his toothpick
hard as he struggled to wrap his head around that nugget.“Astronomy studies celestial
phenomena. The objects in the sky. Their position, history, that kind of thing. It’s a science.
Astrology makes correlations of stuff in the sky with events on earth not easily explained by
traditional measurable scientific concepts.”Liz stared at a package, and Nash asked, “Everything
okay?”She handed me a small box. “Rachael, this one is addressed to you.”I stink eyed Nash.
He’d played messenger last year when he’d delivered a note from Jackson Kimball, a romantic
mistake I’d tangled with, and I wondered if he was playing matchmaker again. “Who is this
from?”Lifting both hands in the air, he pleaded his innocence.“Aren’t you going to open it?” Liz
asked.The size of a mini muffin tin, the parcel was wrapped in brown paper and tied up with red-
and-white bakery box twine. There wasn’t a return address. I would’ve rather waited to open it in
private, but that would’ve given the impression that I was concealing something, and honestly I
had no idea who this was from and didn’t have anything to hide. As I peeled the paper aside,



there was a knock on the open door. We all looked up.“I’m looking for Rachael O’Brien.”“Agent
Cauldwell,” I said.“Been a while.”“Is everything okay?” I asked.Beneath a pair of black Ray Bans
that rested on top of his head, the foam mousse he’d used made his dirty blond hair look wet. I
hadn’t seen or spoken to the FBI agent who specialized in art crimes since last year when I’d left
town the week of spring break, directly defying his advice. I assumed he’d heard about Professor
Schleck, Katie Lee, and me being kidnapped, but I wasn’t sure if he knew about the dead body
in the shed that Francine and I discovered over the summer. Feeling my face flush, I hoped he
wasn’t here to deliver an “I told you so” in front of Liz and Nash. That would be completely
humiliating.His fingers, gripping the edge of the open metal door, drummed a release of nervous
energy. “Everything’s fine. Was in the area and thought I’d say a friendly hello. Welcome back to
campus.”It had been my experience that Mr. FBI never made social calls. He was so full of shit.
“Agent Cauldwell, this is Liz Stein, curator of the gallery and my boss. And you remember
Nash.”Nash showed a determined focus on his shoelaces that he was tying behind a pile of
boxes, but at the call of his name, he looked up, smiled, and tipped the lid of his hat.The corners
of Agent Cauldwell’s mouth twitched. Moving closer to where I stood, he asked, “What d’ya have
there?”As I cleared my throat, I drank in his cologne, a combination of citrus and musk. Even
under a sport coat, I could see his firm chest pressed against the dress shirt he wore that
tapered to his thin hips. “No sure,” I said, willing myself to focus on his face and not the
package.“Don’t let me stop you. Open it up.”All eyes were on me as I peeled away the paper.
Inside, a tin box was sealed with wax, and I used the edge of a staple remover to splice the seal.
Tucked underneath wooden shavings was a squat jar with a label marked lubrifiant in chicken
scratch handwriting. Digging deeper, I found a metal key as long as my hand that hung on a
leather loop. Twisted metal that reminded me of an unruly garden vine framed the top bow
portion and ran down the length of its shaft, stopping near the throat before the teeth. Set into
the top portion of the key was a stamped impression that I didn’t recognize. Small coinlike
charms and stones had been affixed to the shank.Liz stepped back to her desk to fetch a pair of
glasses. When she returned she huddled close. “Such a curious piece. May I?” she asked,
stretching out her hand.“Who’s it from?” Agent Cauldwell asked.“Looks like it’s the key to
someone’s heart. Seems Raz has an admirer,” Nash said.Liz and Agent Cauldwell waited for an
explanation, and I got the vibe that they were concerned that I was holding back, but the only
information I withheld was regarding my freshman-year stalker, Billy Ray, who I knew to be dead.
I guessed that they suspected the gift was from him and that he’d taken an interest in me again.If
forced to guess, this gift was from someone I’d met recently, more than likely the root doctor
named Rilda who I didn’t want to tell Agent Cauldwell about since she was on the run after
drugging, stringing up, and slitting the throat of a serial abuser. But if I didn’t say something,
everyone would become overly suspicious and think I was into trouble again, which of course I
wasn’t. So I told a fib, purely for self-preservation purposes. “It’s from my mom. The jar salve is a
home remedy for my dodgy shoulder and the key is just a decorative paperweight. Nash met her
at our Halloween party last year. She travels around a lot. I guess she knew that you’d deliver it



safely.”Liz bought the story hook, line, and sinker, Nash was smart enough to keep his lip zipped,
but Agent Cauldwell’s expression was betrayed by the barest hint of a smile.NOTE TO
SELFBefore classes have even begun, the kooky is coming out of the cracks. Must keep Nash
on a business-only relationship and away from Katie Lee for her sake. Should do the same with
Agent Cauldwell for my sake.CHAPTER 5Walking on a SlantLate afternoon the Holiday Inn
served an eclectic mix of patrons. I strolled past a gray-bearded man who idly stared at golf on
the TV while he tossed nut mix into his mouth. In a corner, a few business types reviewed
paperwork, and besides my roommates occupying a rear booth, a couple of guys wearing
baseball caps and acid-wash baggy jeans tossed back beers as they launched darts at a well-
worn board. The day before classes and course work piled on, Katie Lee, Francine, and Jet had
gotten a head start on happy hour, and when my roommates saw me enter, all their mouths
closed while their eyeballs focused on my stride. It didn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that
I’d just interrupted a “Rachael” conversation. I didn’t like being the hot topic in the house, but I
knew that with Nash in the vicinity, Sheila’s insatiable penchant for men, Francine coming off a
summer fling thing but pretending she hadn’t as she resumed her steady Roger romance, and
Jet, who’d dropped out of college to pursue a mechanics career, someone had to top my
position, and it couldn’t come soon enough.THE RACHAEL O’BRIEN CHRONICLESSENIOR:
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never interested me, only the game.”~Mae WestAUGUST 1989CHAPTER 1If Things Get Any
Better, I May Have to Hire Someoneto Help Me Enjoy It“PRAISE THE LARD,” Francine bellowed.
From the corner of my eye, I noticed crumbly bits of fried chicken coating falling into the cracks
of my car seat upholstery.“That’s a sacrilegious thing to say,” Katie Lee smarted off from the
backseat of my convertible VW.“Give a piece a try. You won’t be able to contain your hallelujah
bells from gonging. I don’t mean to brag, but there’s no denying my recipe is better than the
Colonel’s. This chicken is going to be the talk of Rachael’s new mama’s baby shower.”“You told
us we couldn’t have any until the party,” Jet said.“Seeing we’re almost there, you can have one,”
Francine said as she passed a foil-lined box toward Katie Lee and Jet.My take-no-crap buxom
bayou friend, Francine Battle, was gifted at three things: giving her opinion, insulting you with her
opinion, and cooking. Somehow her cooking softened the blunt poetic comments she slung by
making your taste buds feel special. After spending the summer in a plantation house on the
outskirts of Beaufort, South Carolina, with Francine, we’d made a road trip of our late summer
drive to Ohio, picking up Jet in Bluffton, then overnighting in New Bern to collect Katie Lee. My
college buds had graciously offered to come to Canton to help me celebrate—code for survive—
Dad’s fiancée’s baby shower before we all had to return to North Carolina College for our senior
year.Despite the late summer heat swell, the leaves on my grandmother Geneva McCarty’s tree-
shaded property retained lush hues of green. Begonias had been planted in deep rows beneath
boxwoods, giving the outside of the house, much like my grandmother’s life, a meticulously
curated appearance with their waxy leaves and delicate blooms.I was about to begin senior
year, the final collegiate hurrah that bygone students had nicknamed the “coast” year. Figuring
our predecessors knew all the nuances of campus life, my roommates were looking forward to
the last two semesters ahead, but something I couldn’t explain picked inside of me, and even
though I hadn’t yet set foot on campus, registered for classes, or met any of my professors,
already things felt wrong.Following the winding drive around the side of the house, I slammed on
the brakes. Dad’s How’s Your Art work van and a pileup of cars, the blue-and-white police kind,
blocked close access to the rear of the house. Leaving a generous berth behind the rearmost
cop car, I cut the engine, and we watched. Outside, the property was quiet. Something was
going on inside, but I had no idea what.“O’Brien, unless your nana is throwing a benefit for the
police retirement fund, there’s action going down,” Francine said.Katie Lee leaned forward and



stuck her head between the front seats. “This doesn’t look good, y’all.”Lunging forward, Jet
wound the passenger side window up. “You got a convoluted history. Dead bodies, missing art,
being kidnapped across state lines, drug busts, FBI inquiries.”Not one of my friends said
anything in my defense, and before I thought of something clever to shut them up, Francine
distracted me by snagging a wing from the tin foil to-go snack box she’d packed before we left
Lady’s Island. Expertly finishing it off to the bone, she licked her right thumb and forefinger
before her mouth motored on. “Your clan can’t contain its crazy. Along the way, somebody done
someone real wrong, and now y’all are paying the price. I’m not one to be judging, but the
O’Briens are cursed. You people are hexed and need the services of a professional spirit entity
removal.”“Like an exorcism?” Jet asked.I clunked my head on the steering wheel.Francine’s bare
feet now rested above the glove box dashboard, and she admired her toenail polish. One foot
was baby blue and the other a soft pink. She said it put her in a more festive baby shower kinda
mood. “Luckily we know just the right person for a cleanse. True southerners can get a little
skittish crossing the Mason-Dixon Line.”“You three didn’t have a problem,” I said.Plowing over my
commentary, Francine continued, “And it might take some persuading. Though first we’d have to
find her.”“Francine, my family is not cursed or hexed, and no one has done anything
wrong.”Francine puckered her lips and exaggerated a stare at the flashing lights. “Um-
hmm.”Leaning over the center console, I whispered in her ear, “Do I have to remind you that
Rilda confessed to doing in Buell Blake? She’s the last person I need help from.”“Root doctors
have a lot of responsibilities with the well-being of the community. The woman was under duress,
and if anything, it was self-defense.” Eyeballing the foil-lined box, she continued, “It doesn’t have
to be her. It could be someone from my bayou.”I actually knew someone like that, and thoughts
of Ezora Laveau and the chance encounter I’d had with the voodoo lady in New Orleans a few
years back flashed through my mind, but I quickly dismissed the memory. Maybe bringing
Francine and my roommates home for moral support was a bad idea. For one, they embraced
this whole baby shower party with too much enthusiasm, and two, they were distracting.“No fire
trucks or ambulances, that’s a bonus,” Jet said.“It’s probably nothing.”“Rachael O’Brien, do you
honestly believe that? Because it sure looks like something to the rest of us sitting here,”
Francine said.Francine’s honesty sprinkled salt on a wounded equilibrium I struggled to
maintain. I cultivated sanity by hovering in Denial Alley and clung to the illusion that my family
was somehow normal. Knowing this was shaky ground, it seemed a good moment to stay stum. I
opened my door and stepped out of the car.“We could drive to the nearest gas station and call
first,” Katie Lee said.We’d driven with the top of my Volkswagen Cabriolet down, and reaching
back, I pressed the lever that slid the driver seat forward. None of my roommates had exited the
car, so I assured them, “Crazy only happens down south.”“Maybe your gran is giving donuts
away?” Jet asked.“Doubt it. She’s not fond of the attention of the authorities.”Inhaling a deep,
calming breath, I willed serenity as I walked along the driveway toward the sidewalk that led to
the kitchen, but stopped when a policeman strode up the lawn and signaled us with a raised
palm. Its firmness along with his quick pace definitely said stop and wasn’t mistaken for a



hello.“What’s your business here?”“Business?” Katie Lee repeated. “Rachael’s grandmother
lives here. She’s supposed to be coming with us to her son’s baby shower.”The policeman’s
forehead grew creases. “Say again?”I looked at the badge he wore. “Officer Warren, that’s my
dad’s van. I’m Rachael O’Brien.”He dug inside a pant pocket and pulled out a wadded crumple of
white. At first I thought it was an old Kleenex, but I noticed elastic ribbing on the edges. “You
ladies can go inside, but you’ll need to wear booties and not touch anything.”“Is my grandmother
all right?”“Everyone reacts differently in these situations. Anger, fear, but Mrs. McCarty has
nerves of steel. She’s taking this as just a blip in her day.”My roommates huddled close.
“Situations?” Jet asked before I had a chance.“There’s been a break-in. We’re nearly finished
sweeping the property and filing the incident report.”Hopping from foot to foot, I slipped on the
paper shoe protectors and raced into the kitchen. GG and Dad were sitting at the corner
banquette bench, both cradling near-empty teacups.“Rachael?” Dad said.“What’s going on? We
were just going to pick up GG and meet you at the shower.”He glanced at his watch and winced.
“I thought we’d still make it. I didn’t want to worry anyone until we knew more.”Two officers
passed through the kitchen. As they moved outside, we all heard a police walkie-talkie emit the
crackly static of a woman’s voice. “All clear, Martin? You wrapping up? We got a 503 at the
Belden Village Mall that needs your attention.”“Knew more about what?” I asked.“Who’s been in
your grandmother’s home.”“Was anyone hurt? Anything stolen?” I asked.“It was silly. Probably a
teenage prank,” GG said.My mind moved like a pinball machine, abuzz with warning bells, zips,
and pings. Dad and I exchanged a heedful look. My grandmother had very deep pockets. How
wealthy she was, I didn’t exactly know, but the art and antiquities in her home I estimated to soar
into the seven figures. Back in the day, she’d worked for a magazine mogul and traveled the
world to secure pricey treasures for his collection. A slick negotiator, she’d made plenty of deals
for herself in the process. After getting wrapped up with an amethyst oyster brooch she’d gifted
to me, I’d been chased halfway around the world by a Turk and hoped this little break-in didn’t
have anything to do with him. Naw, Scotland Yard had that treasure now, and the Turk knew
it.“Rachael dear, you haven’t introduced me.”“GG, these are my roommates from North Carolina.
Jet, Katie Lee, Francine, this is Geneva McCarty.”Pleasantries were mumbled and hands were
shaken. The officer we’d seen outside came in carrying a Polaroid camera and a plastic baggie
filled with photographs. Tipping his brimmed cap, he said they were all done and that he’d be in
touch.GG moved to the sink and began filling up the kettle.“Why do you think it was a prank?”
Jet asked.“Things were out of place, clothes thrown on the closet floor, chests gaping out from
the wall, books strewn about, but as far as I’ve been able to tell, none of my valuables or art has
been taken.”“What about jewelry?” Katie Lee asked.She must have remembered the oyster
brooch trouble too.GG turned on the gas burner. “I wear my best pieces and rotate them in and
out of my safety deposit box each season. Everything else I own is costume, and it seems in
order.”“You sure are calm,” Katie Lee said. “If my stuff had been violated, I’d be freaking.”I nudged
Katie Lee with my elbow. Even when her heart was in the right place, sometimes she could be so
insensitive.“Items can be replaced, people cannot,” GG said.“What were the good-for-nothin’s



after?” Francine asked.“We’ll know shortly,” Dad said.“What do you mean?” I asked.GG flicked
her wrist through the air. “Earlier this summer, John convinced me to have an alarm system
installed.”“Even put in a few hidden security cameras,” Dad said.This was news to me. Until a few
days ago, I’d spent the summer working in Beaufort. I looked from Dad to my grandmother and
wondered why he’d suddenly taken an interest in his mother’s security. I hadn’t told Dad about
the dead body down in Beaufort over the summer, but I presumed bigmouth Trudy, his bride-to-
be, had.“I’ve been happy with similar equipment at the shop. The alarm company monitors the
system and calls police immediately if there’s a problem. The camera footage is stored on a VHS
tape that’s here at the house. As soon as the police are able to take a look, we should have
some answers.”“Why didn’t the alarms scare off the burglars?” Francine asked.“That does
debunk the teenager theory somewhat,” Dad said. “Whoever did this disengaged the alarms. But
we’re hoping that they didn’t notice the hidden cameras.”The kettle whistled, and Geneva asked,
“Tea?”I noticed her voice pitch an octave higher than normal.Heads nodded, and she began
setting out Aynsley bone china teacups and saucers. Removing a bird-egg-blue saucer with
gold-trimmed edges from the cupboard, GG jumped as it slipped to the floor and smashed.Dad
found a dustpan to sweep up the shards, and after giving his mother a shoulder squeeze, he
said, “Everything will be okay.” He retired toward a back bedroom to use the phone. “I better call
Trudy. Let her know we’re running late.”Geneva set milk and sugar and a plate of shortbread
wafers on the table. “One more cuppa and we can all head over to the party.”“Could I see your
security system?” Jet asked.“What a curious request.”“Jet’s into nuts and bolts. She works at a
mechanic shop,” I said.Geneva pointed. “There are two control panels in the house. One in my
upstairs bedroom and another near the door by the library.”Jet stood and went to
investigate.Katie Lee asked, “Is there a little girls’ room?”“Down the hall to the left, dear.”“The
shortcake is so flakey and yellow. Do you use Crisco in the recipe?” Francine asked.“Irish butter.
Would you mind if I borrow Rachael for a moment?”Francine waved us off as she surveyed an
uneaten cookie that rested on the edge of Katie Lee’s saucer.I followed my grandmother to the
library, and we both halted, seeing the wires that hung out of a control box where Jet poked
around with a miniature screwdriver. “Spliced the wires before the alarm sounded.”“Can you put
that back together?” I asked.“Nope, needs replacement wiring, and you’ll have to reset the
control panel.”GG nodded. “Someone from the alarm company will do all that.”As Jet headed up
the stairs, Geneva told her, “The bedroom at the far end of the hall is the master.”Behind me,
Geneva closed the French interior etched glass doors. Settling into an armchair, she opened a
wooden box where neatly stacked layers of Indonesian cigarettes were stored. Fitting one into
her jeweled extender, she motioned for me to sit in the desk chair below the Cassandra portrait.
It was a beautiful painting with vibrant colors. If she continued to smoke with doors closed, it
would need a linseed oil cleaning again in the not-too-distant future. Beneath it on the desk lay a
leather-bound book. Nostradamus’s translation of Horapollon of Manuthis’s Hieroglyphica. “The
book of Nostradamus.”She raised an eyebrow as she lit her cigarette.I sank into her worn leather
desk chair and asked, “Does it have to do with the break-in?”She exhaled a plume of smoke.



“Seems a rival of mine hasn’t forgotten or forgiven the past. It’s a long story.”“Start from the
beginning.”NOTE TO SELFCould Francine be right? Are some families just cursed?AUGUST
1989CHAPTER 1If Things Get Any Better, I May Have to Hire Someoneto Help Me Enjoy
It“PRAISE THE LARD,” Francine bellowed. From the corner of my eye, I noticed crumbly bits of
fried chicken coating falling into the cracks of my car seat upholstery.“That’s a sacrilegious thing
to say,” Katie Lee smarted off from the backseat of my convertible VW.“Give a piece a try. You
won’t be able to contain your hallelujah bells from gonging. I don’t mean to brag, but there’s no
denying my recipe is better than the Colonel’s. This chicken is going to be the talk of Rachael’s
new mama’s baby shower.”“You told us we couldn’t have any until the party,” Jet said.“Seeing
we’re almost there, you can have one,” Francine said as she passed a foil-lined box toward Katie
Lee and Jet.My take-no-crap buxom bayou friend, Francine Battle, was gifted at three things:
giving her opinion, insulting you with her opinion, and cooking. Somehow her cooking softened
the blunt poetic comments she slung by making your taste buds feel special. After spending the
summer in a plantation house on the outskirts of Beaufort, South Carolina, with Francine, we’d
made a road trip of our late summer drive to Ohio, picking up Jet in Bluffton, then overnighting in
New Bern to collect Katie Lee. My college buds had graciously offered to come to Canton to
help me celebrate—code for survive—Dad’s fiancée’s baby shower before we all had to return to
North Carolina College for our senior year.Despite the late summer heat swell, the leaves on my
grandmother Geneva McCarty’s tree-shaded property retained lush hues of green. Begonias
had been planted in deep rows beneath boxwoods, giving the outside of the house, much like
my grandmother’s life, a meticulously curated appearance with their waxy leaves and delicate
blooms.I was about to begin senior year, the final collegiate hurrah that bygone students had
nicknamed the “coast” year. Figuring our predecessors knew all the nuances of campus life, my
roommates were looking forward to the last two semesters ahead, but something I couldn’t
explain picked inside of me, and even though I hadn’t yet set foot on campus, registered for
classes, or met any of my professors, already things felt wrong.Following the winding drive
around the side of the house, I slammed on the brakes. Dad’s How’s Your Art work van and a
pileup of cars, the blue-and-white police kind, blocked close access to the rear of the house.
Leaving a generous berth behind the rearmost cop car, I cut the engine, and we watched.
Outside, the property was quiet. Something was going on inside, but I had no idea
what.“O’Brien, unless your nana is throwing a benefit for the police retirement fund, there’s
action going down,” Francine said.Katie Lee leaned forward and stuck her head between the
front seats. “This doesn’t look good, y’all.”Lunging forward, Jet wound the passenger side
window up. “You got a convoluted history. Dead bodies, missing art, being kidnapped across
state lines, drug busts, FBI inquiries.”Not one of my friends said anything in my defense, and
before I thought of something clever to shut them up, Francine distracted me by snagging a wing
from the tin foil to-go snack box she’d packed before we left Lady’s Island. Expertly finishing it off
to the bone, she licked her right thumb and forefinger before her mouth motored on. “Your clan
can’t contain its crazy. Along the way, somebody done someone real wrong, and now y’all are



paying the price. I’m not one to be judging, but the O’Briens are cursed. You people are hexed
and need the services of a professional spirit entity removal.”“Like an exorcism?” Jet asked.I
clunked my head on the steering wheel.Francine’s bare feet now rested above the glove box
dashboard, and she admired her toenail polish. One foot was baby blue and the other a soft
pink. She said it put her in a more festive baby shower kinda mood. “Luckily we know just the
right person for a cleanse. True southerners can get a little skittish crossing the Mason-Dixon
Line.”“You three didn’t have a problem,” I said.Plowing over my commentary, Francine continued,
“And it might take some persuading. Though first we’d have to find her.”“Francine, my family is
not cursed or hexed, and no one has done anything wrong.”Francine puckered her lips and
exaggerated a stare at the flashing lights. “Um-hmm.”Leaning over the center console, I
whispered in her ear, “Do I have to remind you that Rilda confessed to doing in Buell Blake?
She’s the last person I need help from.”“Root doctors have a lot of responsibilities with the well-
being of the community. The woman was under duress, and if anything, it was self-defense.”
Eyeballing the foil-lined box, she continued, “It doesn’t have to be her. It could be someone from
my bayou.”I actually knew someone like that, and thoughts of Ezora Laveau and the chance
encounter I’d had with the voodoo lady in New Orleans a few years back flashed through my
mind, but I quickly dismissed the memory. Maybe bringing Francine and my roommates home
for moral support was a bad idea. For one, they embraced this whole baby shower party with too
much enthusiasm, and two, they were distracting.“No fire trucks or ambulances, that’s a bonus,”
Jet said.“It’s probably nothing.”“Rachael O’Brien, do you honestly believe that? Because it sure
looks like something to the rest of us sitting here,” Francine said.Francine’s honesty sprinkled
salt on a wounded equilibrium I struggled to maintain. I cultivated sanity by hovering in Denial
Alley and clung to the illusion that my family was somehow normal. Knowing this was shaky
ground, it seemed a good moment to stay stum. I opened my door and stepped out of the
car.“We could drive to the nearest gas station and call first,” Katie Lee said.We’d driven with the
top of my Volkswagen Cabriolet down, and reaching back, I pressed the lever that slid the driver
seat forward. None of my roommates had exited the car, so I assured them, “Crazy only
happens down south.”“Maybe your gran is giving donuts away?” Jet asked.“Doubt it. She’s not
fond of the attention of the authorities.”Inhaling a deep, calming breath, I willed serenity as I
walked along the driveway toward the sidewalk that led to the kitchen, but stopped when a
policeman strode up the lawn and signaled us with a raised palm. Its firmness along with his
quick pace definitely said stop and wasn’t mistaken for a hello.“What’s your business
here?”“Business?” Katie Lee repeated. “Rachael’s grandmother lives here. She’s supposed to
be coming with us to her son’s baby shower.”The policeman’s forehead grew creases. “Say
again?”I looked at the badge he wore. “Officer Warren, that’s my dad’s van. I’m Rachael
O’Brien.”He dug inside a pant pocket and pulled out a wadded crumple of white. At first I thought
it was an old Kleenex, but I noticed elastic ribbing on the edges. “You ladies can go inside, but
you’ll need to wear booties and not touch anything.”“Is my grandmother all right?”“Everyone
reacts differently in these situations. Anger, fear, but Mrs. McCarty has nerves of steel. She’s



taking this as just a blip in her day.”My roommates huddled close. “Situations?” Jet asked before
I had a chance.“There’s been a break-in. We’re nearly finished sweeping the property and filing
the incident report.”Hopping from foot to foot, I slipped on the paper shoe protectors and raced
into the kitchen. GG and Dad were sitting at the corner banquette bench, both cradling near-
empty teacups.“Rachael?” Dad said.“What’s going on? We were just going to pick up GG and
meet you at the shower.”He glanced at his watch and winced. “I thought we’d still make it. I didn’t
want to worry anyone until we knew more.”Two officers passed through the kitchen. As they
moved outside, we all heard a police walkie-talkie emit the crackly static of a woman’s voice. “All
clear, Martin? You wrapping up? We got a 503 at the Belden Village Mall that needs your
attention.”“Knew more about what?” I asked.“Who’s been in your grandmother’s home.”“Was
anyone hurt? Anything stolen?” I asked.“It was silly. Probably a teenage prank,” GG said.My
mind moved like a pinball machine, abuzz with warning bells, zips, and pings. Dad and I
exchanged a heedful look. My grandmother had very deep pockets. How wealthy she was, I
didn’t exactly know, but the art and antiquities in her home I estimated to soar into the seven
figures. Back in the day, she’d worked for a magazine mogul and traveled the world to secure
pricey treasures for his collection. A slick negotiator, she’d made plenty of deals for herself in the
process. After getting wrapped up with an amethyst oyster brooch she’d gifted to me, I’d been
chased halfway around the world by a Turk and hoped this little break-in didn’t have anything to
do with him. Naw, Scotland Yard had that treasure now, and the Turk knew it.“Rachael dear, you
haven’t introduced me.”“GG, these are my roommates from North Carolina. Jet, Katie Lee,
Francine, this is Geneva McCarty.”Pleasantries were mumbled and hands were shaken. The
officer we’d seen outside came in carrying a Polaroid camera and a plastic baggie filled with
photographs. Tipping his brimmed cap, he said they were all done and that he’d be in touch.GG
moved to the sink and began filling up the kettle.“Why do you think it was a prank?” Jet
asked.“Things were out of place, clothes thrown on the closet floor, chests gaping out from the
wall, books strewn about, but as far as I’ve been able to tell, none of my valuables or art has
been taken.”“What about jewelry?” Katie Lee asked.She must have remembered the oyster
brooch trouble too.GG turned on the gas burner. “I wear my best pieces and rotate them in and
out of my safety deposit box each season. Everything else I own is costume, and it seems in
order.”“You sure are calm,” Katie Lee said. “If my stuff had been violated, I’d be freaking.”I nudged
Katie Lee with my elbow. Even when her heart was in the right place, sometimes she could be so
insensitive.“Items can be replaced, people cannot,” GG said.“What were the good-for-nothin’s
after?” Francine asked.“We’ll know shortly,” Dad said.“What do you mean?” I asked.GG flicked
her wrist through the air. “Earlier this summer, John convinced me to have an alarm system
installed.”“Even put in a few hidden security cameras,” Dad said.This was news to me. Until a few
days ago, I’d spent the summer working in Beaufort. I looked from Dad to my grandmother and
wondered why he’d suddenly taken an interest in his mother’s security. I hadn’t told Dad about
the dead body down in Beaufort over the summer, but I presumed bigmouth Trudy, his bride-to-
be, had.“I’ve been happy with similar equipment at the shop. The alarm company monitors the



system and calls police immediately if there’s a problem. The camera footage is stored on a VHS
tape that’s here at the house. As soon as the police are able to take a look, we should have
some answers.”“Why didn’t the alarms scare off the burglars?” Francine asked.“That does
debunk the teenager theory somewhat,” Dad said. “Whoever did this disengaged the alarms. But
we’re hoping that they didn’t notice the hidden cameras.”The kettle whistled, and Geneva asked,
“Tea?”I noticed her voice pitch an octave higher than normal.Heads nodded, and she began
setting out Aynsley bone china teacups and saucers. Removing a bird-egg-blue saucer with
gold-trimmed edges from the cupboard, GG jumped as it slipped to the floor and smashed.Dad
found a dustpan to sweep up the shards, and after giving his mother a shoulder squeeze, he
said, “Everything will be okay.” He retired toward a back bedroom to use the phone. “I better call
Trudy. Let her know we’re running late.”Geneva set milk and sugar and a plate of shortbread
wafers on the table. “One more cuppa and we can all head over to the party.”“Could I see your
security system?” Jet asked.“What a curious request.”“Jet’s into nuts and bolts. She works at a
mechanic shop,” I said.Geneva pointed. “There are two control panels in the house. One in my
upstairs bedroom and another near the door by the library.”Jet stood and went to
investigate.Katie Lee asked, “Is there a little girls’ room?”“Down the hall to the left, dear.”“The
shortcake is so flakey and yellow. Do you use Crisco in the recipe?” Francine asked.“Irish butter.
Would you mind if I borrow Rachael for a moment?”Francine waved us off as she surveyed an
uneaten cookie that rested on the edge of Katie Lee’s saucer.I followed my grandmother to the
library, and we both halted, seeing the wires that hung out of a control box where Jet poked
around with a miniature screwdriver. “Spliced the wires before the alarm sounded.”“Can you put
that back together?” I asked.“Nope, needs replacement wiring, and you’ll have to reset the
control panel.”GG nodded. “Someone from the alarm company will do all that.”As Jet headed up
the stairs, Geneva told her, “The bedroom at the far end of the hall is the master.”Behind me,
Geneva closed the French interior etched glass doors. Settling into an armchair, she opened a
wooden box where neatly stacked layers of Indonesian cigarettes were stored. Fitting one into
her jeweled extender, she motioned for me to sit in the desk chair below the Cassandra portrait.
It was a beautiful painting with vibrant colors. If she continued to smoke with doors closed, it
would need a linseed oil cleaning again in the not-too-distant future. Beneath it on the desk lay a
leather-bound book. Nostradamus’s translation of Horapollon of Manuthis’s Hieroglyphica. “The
book of Nostradamus.”She raised an eyebrow as she lit her cigarette.I sank into her worn leather
desk chair and asked, “Does it have to do with the break-in?”She exhaled a plume of smoke.
“Seems a rival of mine hasn’t forgotten or forgiven the past. It’s a long story.”“Start from the
beginning.”NOTE TO SELFCould Francine be right? Are some families just cursed?CHAPTER
2If That Don’t Get Your Fire Started, Your Wood’s Wet“The beginning. That would be France
during World War Two.”Perched on the edge of the leather chair, I stroked my eyetooth with the
tip of my tongue. Geneva wasn’t one to rush life, and this memory, and its correlation to the book
of Nostradamus, I assumed, wouldn’t disappoint.“It wasn’t safe. The Germans were taking
control of France, but John and I didn’t plan on being in the country for long. We’d traveled



across the border from Switzerland, and after we met our contact east of Lyon, we planned to
take possession of the book and leave with it the way we came. It was supposed to be
simple.”“John?” I whispered.Her expressionless face traveled to capture a distant memory. “Your
grandfather. He was an Irishman. We were an unlikely match, but after our paths crossed, we
became inseparable.”“Oh, GG, I’d always wanted to ask, but never found the words. And Dad
doesn’t talk about personal matters. He never officially told me Trudy was pregnant. Just
mentioned it on the phone.”The brown cigarette she lit crackled as she inhaled. “Our family isn’t
one for showing feelings, following rules, or abiding by tradition. I became pregnant with your
father before I was married.” Her eyes locked with mine. “Surprised you on that one, did I?”“Well,
it’s just. I never thought that you were the type to become accidentally pregnant.” Like Trudy!“You
have to remember, it was during the war. The armies had retreated to Dunkirk, the German
occupation of Paris had begun. No one had the luxury of planning a romantic wedding. We didn’t
know what would happen in the next few days, let alone six months. It didn’t bother me much. By
that time, I owned property and had set aside reserves, but John was more of a traditionalist,
and I’d agreed to marry him as soon as we got the book out of France. That was cut short when
he was killed.”“By the Germans?”“Ironically, no. We were being followed by others who wanted
the same thing. A salvo of bullets began flying, and he was hit as we made our escape. He lost
so much blood. By the time we neared the Swiss border, he’d passed.”The more she told me,
the more confused I became. “I don’t understand. What’s so great about the book of
Nostradamus? I mean I know it’s old and worth a lot of money. But murder?”GG inhaled. “It holds
a prophecy. A telling of the future.”Everyone knew that, and besides, it wasn’t the only old book
that warned and made predictions. Sickened that my biological grandfather had been so
needlessly killed over some dumb book, I shivered in dismay.“Among a small circle of
intellectuals, collectors, scientists, an old tale has persisted.”She exhaled, and we both heard
Dad’s muffled voice talking to my roommates in the kitchen.“This particular book is said to have
a power so divine that the keeper will be able to predict natural and man-made events with great
accuracy.”“You make it sound like it has magical qualities. That’s not plausible.”“Weather, floods,
earthquakes, wars.”“That stuff happens all the time.”She nodded.I stared.“Whoever possesses
this ancient text will know what catastrophes will happen before they happen. Rachael, don’t you
see? If it were true, if you knew what was going to happen, you could make a fortune.”“On the
stock market?” I asked.“All sorts of ways. Selling needed supplies, rebuilding destroyed cities,
financing building projects, selling information to enemies. The wealth you could amass is mind
boggling.”We heard footsteps, and there was a knock at the door. “Geneva,” Dad said, “I
explained the situation to Trudy, and she’s become worried, says she’ll cancel the shower.”“Oh
no, that’s not necessary.”“I need to head back to the house. You ready?”“Why don’t you take
Rachael’s friends? She and I will lock up and be there shortly. Give us a little time together
before she sets off for school in the morning.”“You two are coming, aren’t you?” he asked.GG
flicked some ashes off the tip of her cigarette into a leaded crystal dish. “Wouldn’t miss the
festivities,” she said with a secret wink at me.My father looked from his mother to me. “Everything



okay?”“Fine. The damn saucer was just an accident. Don’t make more of it than it was.”“I’ll load
the girls in the van and take off, if you’re sure.”“I am. Now get going. We’ll be there shortly.”Dad
closed the door, and GG pointed to the book of Nostradamus. “Open it.”A few summers ago, she
had divulged that this old-looking leather-bound book was a reproduction, but it was delicate
and I wasn’t wearing gloves, so I used my shirttails to cover the oil on my fingers and pry open
the cover. Inside, a rough drawing along with a note penned in a black Sharpie marker had
saturated through several velum pages.My hands began to tremble, and I settled them into my
lap. A dreamlike fog clouded my thoughts, and my vision blurred.Hovering in a state between
sleep and wakefulness, I watched a woman with her back to me and bent my ear to understand
the French she spoke. Fear gripped me, and I couldn’t decide if she wanted to help me or keep
me prisoner, and I struggled to see her face.GG’s voice drew my attention. “As you can see, the
intruder left a message.”On the side of the marked page was a drawing of a Greek god wrestling
with a serpent. I’d seen this image before, most notably tattooed on the back of someone I’d
slept with. The sophomore year fling was a mistake, and I had worked hard to suppress naked
images of Jackson Kimball. Problem was, the southern badass who fancied himself a
pharmaceutical baron had a habit of disrupting my life. “It’s the thirteenth zodiac sign. What does
that have to do with anything?”“I’m not entirely sure.”“Did you show the police?”She exhaled.Silly
question. I knew my grandmother didn’t trust the police.I read the annotation. You stole the
original. Was it worth it? Have you forgotten the stakes?“Where is the original?”“I parted with it
decades ago.”“Do you recognize the handwriting?”She shook her head.“Any ideas?” I asked.“A
few.”“Have you told Dad?”“No.”“Why did you show me?”“Rachael, you and I are cast from the
same mold, and although my past has nothing to do with your present, as you can see,
someone is holding a grudge, and I want you to be…” She paused as she stubbed out her
cigarette. “Alert.”Cradling my face in my palms, I pressed my fingertips to my temples.“Whoever
did this may go after Dad or Trudy.”“Don’t worry about those two. I’ve taken precautions for
them.”“Are you saying that I have a target on my back?”“The whole England incident, Ahmed.”
Her voice trailed. “There are fools out there who think old and young women are easy
marks.”Our eyes connected, and I stared incredulously. It was selfish of me, but all that raced
through my mind was questions of how GG’s past was going to screw with my senior year of
college. Most students have a hard enough time coping with class assignments and preparing to
find a job or apply to graduate schools their senior year. Now I had the extra pressure of
watching my back.“So what now?”“We go to Trudy’s party.”“After that?”“Rachael, we can’t stop
living because of this hiccup. We will go on like we normally would, just a bit more…watchful.”GG
moved out of the library, and I followed. “That’s your plan? I go back to campus, stay alert, and
act normal?”“Precisely.”“But what if some lunatic tries to abduct me? That’s what could happen,
right? You’re implying that I could be kidnapped in exchange for the real book of
Nostradamus.”“That won’t happen.”“How can you be sure?”“I intend to take precautions for your
protection too. But don’t worry, you won’t notice a thing.”NOTE TO SELFI thought I wanted to
know about my grandparents and never understood why my father avoided talking about



them.CHAPTER 2If That Don’t Get Your Fire Started, Your Wood’s Wet“The beginning. That
would be France during World War Two.”Perched on the edge of the leather chair, I stroked my
eyetooth with the tip of my tongue. Geneva wasn’t one to rush life, and this memory, and its
correlation to the book of Nostradamus, I assumed, wouldn’t disappoint.“It wasn’t safe. The
Germans were taking control of France, but John and I didn’t plan on being in the country for
long. We’d traveled across the border from Switzerland, and after we met our contact east of
Lyon, we planned to take possession of the book and leave with it the way we came. It was
supposed to be simple.”“John?” I whispered.Her expressionless face traveled to capture a
distant memory. “Your grandfather. He was an Irishman. We were an unlikely match, but after our
paths crossed, we became inseparable.”“Oh, GG, I’d always wanted to ask, but never found the
words. And Dad doesn’t talk about personal matters. He never officially told me Trudy was
pregnant. Just mentioned it on the phone.”The brown cigarette she lit crackled as she inhaled.
“Our family isn’t one for showing feelings, following rules, or abiding by tradition. I became
pregnant with your father before I was married.” Her eyes locked with mine. “Surprised you on
that one, did I?”“Well, it’s just. I never thought that you were the type to become accidentally
pregnant.” Like Trudy!“You have to remember, it was during the war. The armies had retreated to
Dunkirk, the German occupation of Paris had begun. No one had the luxury of planning a
romantic wedding. We didn’t know what would happen in the next few days, let alone six months.
It didn’t bother me much. By that time, I owned property and had set aside reserves, but John
was more of a traditionalist, and I’d agreed to marry him as soon as we got the book out of
France. That was cut short when he was killed.”“By the Germans?”“Ironically, no. We were being
followed by others who wanted the same thing. A salvo of bullets began flying, and he was hit as
we made our escape. He lost so much blood. By the time we neared the Swiss border, he’d
passed.”The more she told me, the more confused I became. “I don’t understand. What’s so
great about the book of Nostradamus? I mean I know it’s old and worth a lot of money. But
murder?”GG inhaled. “It holds a prophecy. A telling of the future.”Everyone knew that, and
besides, it wasn’t the only old book that warned and made predictions. Sickened that my
biological grandfather had been so needlessly killed over some dumb book, I shivered in
dismay.“Among a small circle of intellectuals, collectors, scientists, an old tale has
persisted.”She exhaled, and we both heard Dad’s muffled voice talking to my roommates in the
kitchen.“This particular book is said to have a power so divine that the keeper will be able to
predict natural and man-made events with great accuracy.”“You make it sound like it has magical
qualities. That’s not plausible.”“Weather, floods, earthquakes, wars.”“That stuff happens all the
time.”She nodded.I stared.“Whoever possesses this ancient text will know what catastrophes
will happen before they happen. Rachael, don’t you see? If it were true, if you knew what was
going to happen, you could make a fortune.”“On the stock market?” I asked.“All sorts of ways.
Selling needed supplies, rebuilding destroyed cities, financing building projects, selling
information to enemies. The wealth you could amass is mind boggling.”We heard footsteps, and
there was a knock at the door. “Geneva,” Dad said, “I explained the situation to Trudy, and she’s



become worried, says she’ll cancel the shower.”“Oh no, that’s not necessary.”“I need to head
back to the house. You ready?”“Why don’t you take Rachael’s friends? She and I will lock up and
be there shortly. Give us a little time together before she sets off for school in the morning.”“You
two are coming, aren’t you?” he asked.GG flicked some ashes off the tip of her cigarette into a
leaded crystal dish. “Wouldn’t miss the festivities,” she said with a secret wink at me.My father
looked from his mother to me. “Everything okay?”“Fine. The damn saucer was just an accident.
Don’t make more of it than it was.”“I’ll load the girls in the van and take off, if you’re sure.”“I am.
Now get going. We’ll be there shortly.”Dad closed the door, and GG pointed to the book of
Nostradamus. “Open it.”A few summers ago, she had divulged that this old-looking leather-
bound book was a reproduction, but it was delicate and I wasn’t wearing gloves, so I used my
shirttails to cover the oil on my fingers and pry open the cover. Inside, a rough drawing along
with a note penned in a black Sharpie marker had saturated through several velum pages.My
hands began to tremble, and I settled them into my lap. A dreamlike fog clouded my thoughts,
and my vision blurred.Hovering in a state between sleep and wakefulness, I watched a woman
with her back to me and bent my ear to understand the French she spoke. Fear gripped me, and
I couldn’t decide if she wanted to help me or keep me prisoner, and I struggled to see her
face.GG’s voice drew my attention. “As you can see, the intruder left a message.”On the side of
the marked page was a drawing of a Greek god wrestling with a serpent. I’d seen this image
before, most notably tattooed on the back of someone I’d slept with. The sophomore year fling
was a mistake, and I had worked hard to suppress naked images of Jackson Kimball. Problem
was, the southern badass who fancied himself a pharmaceutical baron had a habit of disrupting
my life. “It’s the thirteenth zodiac sign. What does that have to do with anything?”“I’m not entirely
sure.”“Did you show the police?”She exhaled.Silly question. I knew my grandmother didn’t trust
the police.I read the annotation. You stole the original. Was it worth it? Have you forgotten the
stakes?“Where is the original?”“I parted with it decades ago.”“Do you recognize the
handwriting?”She shook her head.“Any ideas?” I asked.“A few.”“Have you told Dad?”“No.”“Why
did you show me?”“Rachael, you and I are cast from the same mold, and although my past has
nothing to do with your present, as you can see, someone is holding a grudge, and I want you to
be…” She paused as she stubbed out her cigarette. “Alert.”Cradling my face in my palms, I
pressed my fingertips to my temples.“Whoever did this may go after Dad or Trudy.”“Don’t worry
about those two. I’ve taken precautions for them.”“Are you saying that I have a target on my
back?”“The whole England incident, Ahmed.” Her voice trailed. “There are fools out there who
think old and young women are easy marks.”Our eyes connected, and I stared incredulously. It
was selfish of me, but all that raced through my mind was questions of how GG’s past was going
to screw with my senior year of college. Most students have a hard enough time coping with
class assignments and preparing to find a job or apply to graduate schools their senior year.
Now I had the extra pressure of watching my back.“So what now?”“We go to Trudy’s party.”“After
that?”“Rachael, we can’t stop living because of this hiccup. We will go on like we normally would,
just a bit more…watchful.”GG moved out of the library, and I followed. “That’s your plan? I go



back to campus, stay alert, and act normal?”“Precisely.”“But what if some lunatic tries to abduct
me? That’s what could happen, right? You’re implying that I could be kidnapped in exchange for
the real book of Nostradamus.”“That won’t happen.”“How can you be sure?”“I intend to take
precautions for your protection too. But don’t worry, you won’t notice a thing.”NOTE TO SELFI
thought I wanted to know about my grandparents and never understood why my father avoided
talking about them.CHAPTER 3If Wishes Were Fishes, We’d All Cast NetsSweet summer smells
of grass and roses intermingled with the warmth of the afternoon. The perfect August day was
the kind I remembered from those endless childhood summers.I led GG to the backyard of
Dad’s house, where we walked through a pink-and-blue balloon arch. Beyond, matching
streamers danced in the light breeze above the arrayed picnic benches. Baby rattles hung from
tree branches, and the food table held the sorry remains of curled egg salad sandwich triangles,
a handful of Francine’s fried chicken pieces, and a clump of potato salad that hid in a corner of a
carved baby carriage zucchini.“Isn’t this quaint,” GG said and moved toward the punch
bowl.With the wedding planned for November and the baby due in December, I thought Trudy
and Dad were cutting the nuptials and joyous delivery a little close. I’d nodded at their plans and,
very adultlike, didn’t voice my concern. Now in our backyard, I watched as ladies I didn’t
recognize mingled while sipping brandy, ginger ale, cranberry, and sherbet punch from paper
cups.As Trudy Bleaux’s pregnancy had progressed, she’d abandoned her sardine smoothies
and energy boost regime and reverted to normal food, which had added ten pounds to Dad’s
waistline. A fan of spandex, she wore bike shorts with a fitted tank top that clung to her like
melted butter on a rising biscuit. Flaunting her belly and bigger boobs, I would have bet on Trudy
packing on at least twenty by now, but her modest bump was firmly molded like a Tupperware
bowl while the rest of her looked like it always had, maybe even better. Dad was way too old to
be making babies with his overly pliable aerobics instructor, and I would’ve preferred to be in
Greensboro with two states between me and my pregnant soon-to-be stepmother. I’d
considered her a headache, but now, six months along, carrying my half brother or sister, my
dad’s girlfriend had morphed into a life ache.Wrapping me in hug, Trudy gushed, “You’re the
best. Collecting GG and even bringing your friends here to help us celebrate. I just couldn’t ask
for a sweeter stepdaughter.”She said the words I didn’t want to accept. In a couple of months, it
would be official.“How is GG? Her nerves must be on edge after the break-in. With you and your
roommates leaving tomorrow, I told your dad that she should stay in the nursery until she feels
comfortable going back to that big old empty house. But she’s stubborn. Do you think you could
convince her?”“GG likes her independence,” I said and looked to my roommates, who’d
commandeered a corner table. There was a tray of small, unlabeled jars arranged around a soft
pastel carnation centerpiece that kept up the baby theme. “What’s in those glass jars?” I
asked.“You made it in time for the baby food tasting contest.”“Fabulous, I better take a seat.”
Excusing myself, I breezed over to the picnic table and picked up a container whose cap had a
number seven on it. Trudy was serious about us ingesting this creamy gook? Jet removed a lid
on another and scrunched her nose at the brownish-orange puree with chunks of pink before



passing it and a plastic spoon to Katie Lee.“Like hell am I tasting that mess.”Francine swatted at
a horsefly. “I’m not comfortable with all these fitness enthusiast types. What if they break into
some sorta stroller race or diaper relay?”I slumped onto the end of the picnic bench and used
my finger to trace the pink-and-blue baby-hand-and-foot stamp design on the plastic
tablecloth.“You look like someone’s stole the cherry off your Sunday,” Francine said.“The GG
break-in thing,” I confessed.“That doesn’t have anything to do with you,” Katie Lee said.“Not on
the surface. But when honest people are wronged for no good reason…”“Does this have to do
with Hodge’s arrest?” Francine asked.“The caretaker at the plantation house in Beaufort?” Jet
asked. “Why are you so worried about him?”“I can’t wrap my head around how an innocent man
can be mistakenly arrested and charged with murder. And his bail being set at a hundred
thousand. It’s not like he’s a flight risk with some swank second home in the Caribbean.”Francine
produced a battery-powered fan from her purse and held it to her face. “I told you I’ve been
working on it.”“You’ve only studied prelaw and interned at a firm for one summer. Are you just
saying that to shut me up?”“Rachael O’Brien, I take offense to your tone and the implication that
I’m making light of the case. I’m lawyer material,” she said, slinking her free hand up and down
the prominent curves of her figure. “I may not have a degree yet, but I got connections.”“What
connection?”“I’ve consulted Campbell and spoken to Brisby.”It surprised me that she brought up
Campbell, her secret summer fling thing that I knew all about. He wasn’t on my list of likeable,
and I hoped he wouldn’t be visiting her at school. I decided to skip over any mention of him and
asked, “Who’s Brisby?”“You got marbles between your ears? Mr. Brisby is one of the partners at
Hickley, Smith, and Brisby. I convinced Mr. B to take on Hodge’s case, pro bono. The paperwork
has already been processed.”“I’ve been worried for weeks. Why didn’t you tell me?”“You’ve been
acting erratic and doing things without thinking. In your case, less is more, and I thought that not
mentioning the case would’ve mellowed you out.”“I told the police Hodge was innocent and gave
them the proof.”“Turning in that severed finger as corroborative evidence wasn’t exactly a
smooth move.”“I thought the Buell Blake murder was an open-and-shut case. Hodge didn’t kill
him, period.”“That’s not the way the law works. Murder is never simple. The wheels of justice turn
at their own pace. Your naïve honesty has cast a shadow of suspicion on your ass. Everyone is
hopeful that Hodge will be released, but it hasn’t happened yet, and I didn’t want to say nothing
until there was something solid.”Hodge’s predicament weighed on my conscience. I didn’t know
him all that well, and I wasn’t the one who’d gotten him tangled in that dead-body-in-the-shed
mess, but I realized it could have just as easily been me or Francine in his shoes, and that didn’t
sit well.Trudy clapped her hands, snapping the guests to attention, and one of her friends
announced, “It’s time for the competitions.” Other women passed out pencils and paper and
instructed us to write down all the gift items that started with the letter B. Bibs, blankets, baby
bottles. Whoever had the most would win a door prize. A free month membership of aerobics
classes at the gym.After downing an extra punch that Katie Lee offered me, I laid my head back
on the empty portion of the picnic bench and watched a lone cloud meander its way across the
sky. Something strange had happened at GG’s, and it wasn’t the first time. The waking dreams I



had when I looked at the book of Nostradamus had been recurring. I’d begun having them the
night Hodge was arrested. Each time they were a little different, yet familiar, and I didn’t know
what they meant.Francine stood up and peered over the table. “Pull it together, O’Brien. Stop
sulking.”“I’m not sulking. It’s been a busy afternoon. I’m resting my eyeballs.”Katie Lee scribbled
something on her paper, and Jet read it out loud. “Breast pump? I thought that contraption
Trudy’s holding was some kind of newfangled oil funnel.”Periodically glancing down at me, Katie
Lee said, “Rach, you don’t look so good.”“How would you look if you were attending your father’s
girlfriend’s baby shower a few months before the wedding?”“Bibs and bottles,” Katie Lee said
and scratched notes on her paper. “Oh, and baby carriage.” She looked at me again. “It’s not so
bad. You only have today to get through. Tomorrow we drive back to North Carolina.”I pushed up
on my elbows. “For you it may be one day, but for me it’s a life sentence.”“That’s a bit dramatic.
Your dad’s girlfriend is a ball of harmless energy,” Jet said.“Easy for you to say. You don’t have to
spend Christmases and Thanksgivings with her.”“There’s a lesson here—birth control,” Katie Lee
said, and we all made knowing eyes toward one another.“Mom running off with that aura-reading
phony started it all, and now I’m living one big screw-up that I can’t escape.”Francine’s shadow
shaded my head. Anchoring her hands on her hourglass-shaped hips, she glanced at the clouds
and shook her head. “Enough of this poor me. Rachael O’Brien, you need to leave your inner
child behind.”“I was looking for a round of sympathy, not a lecture.”Katie Lee removed a tube of
lipstick from her pocked and reapplied.“Is that the cake they brought out?” Jet asked.Tugging my
limp body upright, Francine said, “You need to stiffen up. Put on your big girl pants and paint a
cheery face. Try acting like you’re happy for your dad and his new wife.”“But I’m not happy for
them.”NOTE TO SELFDad and Trudy’s bond is moving at warp speed. As hard as I’ve tried to
come to terms with their union and forthcoming addition, I never really thought it would
happen.CHAPTER 3If Wishes Were Fishes, We’d All Cast NetsSweet summer smells of grass
and roses intermingled with the warmth of the afternoon. The perfect August day was the kind I
remembered from those endless childhood summers.I led GG to the backyard of Dad’s house,
where we walked through a pink-and-blue balloon arch. Beyond, matching streamers danced in
the light breeze above the arrayed picnic benches. Baby rattles hung from tree branches, and
the food table held the sorry remains of curled egg salad sandwich triangles, a handful of
Francine’s fried chicken pieces, and a clump of potato salad that hid in a corner of a carved baby
carriage zucchini.“Isn’t this quaint,” GG said and moved toward the punch bowl.With the
wedding planned for November and the baby due in December, I thought Trudy and Dad were
cutting the nuptials and joyous delivery a little close. I’d nodded at their plans and, very adultlike,
didn’t voice my concern. Now in our backyard, I watched as ladies I didn’t recognize mingled
while sipping brandy, ginger ale, cranberry, and sherbet punch from paper cups.As Trudy
Bleaux’s pregnancy had progressed, she’d abandoned her sardine smoothies and energy boost
regime and reverted to normal food, which had added ten pounds to Dad’s waistline. A fan of
spandex, she wore bike shorts with a fitted tank top that clung to her like melted butter on a
rising biscuit. Flaunting her belly and bigger boobs, I would have bet on Trudy packing on at least



twenty by now, but her modest bump was firmly molded like a Tupperware bowl while the rest of
her looked like it always had, maybe even better. Dad was way too old to be making babies with
his overly pliable aerobics instructor, and I would’ve preferred to be in Greensboro with two
states between me and my pregnant soon-to-be stepmother. I’d considered her a headache, but
now, six months along, carrying my half brother or sister, my dad’s girlfriend had morphed into a
life ache.Wrapping me in hug, Trudy gushed, “You’re the best. Collecting GG and even bringing
your friends here to help us celebrate. I just couldn’t ask for a sweeter stepdaughter.”She said
the words I didn’t want to accept. In a couple of months, it would be official.“How is GG? Her
nerves must be on edge after the break-in. With you and your roommates leaving tomorrow, I
told your dad that she should stay in the nursery until she feels comfortable going back to that
big old empty house. But she’s stubborn. Do you think you could convince her?”“GG likes her
independence,” I said and looked to my roommates, who’d commandeered a corner table. There
was a tray of small, unlabeled jars arranged around a soft pastel carnation centerpiece that kept
up the baby theme. “What’s in those glass jars?” I asked.“You made it in time for the baby food
tasting contest.”“Fabulous, I better take a seat.” Excusing myself, I breezed over to the picnic
table and picked up a container whose cap had a number seven on it. Trudy was serious about
us ingesting this creamy gook? Jet removed a lid on another and scrunched her nose at the
brownish-orange puree with chunks of pink before passing it and a plastic spoon to Katie
Lee.“Like hell am I tasting that mess.”Francine swatted at a horsefly. “I’m not comfortable with all
these fitness enthusiast types. What if they break into some sorta stroller race or diaper relay?”I
slumped onto the end of the picnic bench and used my finger to trace the pink-and-blue baby-
hand-and-foot stamp design on the plastic tablecloth.“You look like someone’s stole the cherry
off your Sunday,” Francine said.“The GG break-in thing,” I confessed.“That doesn’t have anything
to do with you,” Katie Lee said.“Not on the surface. But when honest people are wronged for no
good reason…”“Does this have to do with Hodge’s arrest?” Francine asked.“The caretaker at the
plantation house in Beaufort?” Jet asked. “Why are you so worried about him?”“I can’t wrap my
head around how an innocent man can be mistakenly arrested and charged with murder. And
his bail being set at a hundred thousand. It’s not like he’s a flight risk with some swank second
home in the Caribbean.”Francine produced a battery-powered fan from her purse and held it to
her face. “I told you I’ve been working on it.”“You’ve only studied prelaw and interned at a firm for
one summer. Are you just saying that to shut me up?”“Rachael O’Brien, I take offense to your
tone and the implication that I’m making light of the case. I’m lawyer material,” she said, slinking
her free hand up and down the prominent curves of her figure. “I may not have a degree yet, but I
got connections.”“What connection?”“I’ve consulted Campbell and spoken to Brisby.”It surprised
me that she brought up Campbell, her secret summer fling thing that I knew all about. He wasn’t
on my list of likeable, and I hoped he wouldn’t be visiting her at school. I decided to skip over any
mention of him and asked, “Who’s Brisby?”“You got marbles between your ears? Mr. Brisby is
one of the partners at Hickley, Smith, and Brisby. I convinced Mr. B to take on Hodge’s case, pro
bono. The paperwork has already been processed.”“I’ve been worried for weeks. Why didn’t you



tell me?”“You’ve been acting erratic and doing things without thinking. In your case, less is more,
and I thought that not mentioning the case would’ve mellowed you out.”“I told the police Hodge
was innocent and gave them the proof.”“Turning in that severed finger as corroborative evidence
wasn’t exactly a smooth move.”“I thought the Buell Blake murder was an open-and-shut case.
Hodge didn’t kill him, period.”“That’s not the way the law works. Murder is never simple. The
wheels of justice turn at their own pace. Your naïve honesty has cast a shadow of suspicion on
your ass. Everyone is hopeful that Hodge will be released, but it hasn’t happened yet, and I
didn’t want to say nothing until there was something solid.”Hodge’s predicament weighed on my
conscience. I didn’t know him all that well, and I wasn’t the one who’d gotten him tangled in that
dead-body-in-the-shed mess, but I realized it could have just as easily been me or Francine in
his shoes, and that didn’t sit well.Trudy clapped her hands, snapping the guests to attention, and
one of her friends announced, “It’s time for the competitions.” Other women passed out pencils
and paper and instructed us to write down all the gift items that started with the letter B. Bibs,
blankets, baby bottles. Whoever had the most would win a door prize. A free month membership
of aerobics classes at the gym.After downing an extra punch that Katie Lee offered me, I laid my
head back on the empty portion of the picnic bench and watched a lone cloud meander its way
across the sky. Something strange had happened at GG’s, and it wasn’t the first time. The
waking dreams I had when I looked at the book of Nostradamus had been recurring. I’d begun
having them the night Hodge was arrested. Each time they were a little different, yet familiar, and
I didn’t know what they meant.Francine stood up and peered over the table. “Pull it together,
O’Brien. Stop sulking.”“I’m not sulking. It’s been a busy afternoon. I’m resting my eyeballs.”Katie
Lee scribbled something on her paper, and Jet read it out loud. “Breast pump? I thought that
contraption Trudy’s holding was some kind of newfangled oil funnel.”Periodically glancing down
at me, Katie Lee said, “Rach, you don’t look so good.”“How would you look if you were attending
your father’s girlfriend’s baby shower a few months before the wedding?”“Bibs and bottles,” Katie
Lee said and scratched notes on her paper. “Oh, and baby carriage.” She looked at me again.
“It’s not so bad. You only have today to get through. Tomorrow we drive back to North Carolina.”I
pushed up on my elbows. “For you it may be one day, but for me it’s a life sentence.”“That’s a bit
dramatic. Your dad’s girlfriend is a ball of harmless energy,” Jet said.“Easy for you to say. You
don’t have to spend Christmases and Thanksgivings with her.”“There’s a lesson here—birth
control,” Katie Lee said, and we all made knowing eyes toward one another.“Mom running off
with that aura-reading phony started it all, and now I’m living one big screw-up that I can’t
escape.”Francine’s shadow shaded my head. Anchoring her hands on her hourglass-shaped
hips, she glanced at the clouds and shook her head. “Enough of this poor me. Rachael O’Brien,
you need to leave your inner child behind.”“I was looking for a round of sympathy, not a
lecture.”Katie Lee removed a tube of lipstick from her pocked and reapplied.“Is that the cake
they brought out?” Jet asked.Tugging my limp body upright, Francine said, “You need to stiffen
up. Put on your big girl pants and paint a cheery face. Try acting like you’re happy for your dad
and his new wife.”“But I’m not happy for them.”NOTE TO SELFDad and Trudy’s bond is moving



at warp speed. As hard as I’ve tried to come to terms with their union and forthcoming addition, I
never really thought it would happen.SEPTEMBER 1989CHAPTER 4Aim ToTrue to form, the
Carolina heat flogged those who dared to expose themselves to it for more than five minutes. All
my roommates were true southerners, which meant that they were immune to the rising mercury
and didn’t outwardly show signs of breaking a sweat. Although I’d been living most of the last
three years in North Carolina, June through August, I still wilted into a muddle of tacky
perspiration. Francine would look at my droopy appearance and make some offhand comment
about watching for scattering ants that bring fair weather.Having my class schedule and being
settled into Sheila Sinclair’s swank house, I expected college life to begin clucking along,
especially since Stone, my pseudo noncommitted boyfriend—which translated into neither of us
saying we were exclusive—had secured a teaching position on campus. The sparks were still
there, and I anticipated that we’d be rekindling the flame very soon.In the past, unsavory
associations had thrown detours into my college experience. Over the summer I determined that
a lack of planning and not sticking to a schedule on my part was mostly to blame for the hiccups
that had found their way into my stratosphere. This year, I came to campus prepared, and with
finances, housing, classes, and even a romance neatly aligned, I’d channel my focus on making
my grades and getting a degree.I rushed between buildings and navigated the shortest route
toward the air-conditioned solace of the Weatherspoon Gallery where I could count on freezer
zone temperatures. Housing high-priced art and sculptures, it was the one place that couldn’t
afford humidity.A necessary requirement to keep my art history scholarship, I’d arranged this
internship at the campus art gallery. “How did your class selection work out this semester? Did
you get all the courses you needed?” Liz Stein, the curator, asked from the opposite side of the
back storage room. Her delicate skin, the abundance of rouge on her cheeks that hadn’t been
blended, and the pink lipstick that gleamed too bright for her coloring gave her the resemblance
of a porcelain doll.Leaning my backside on an empty corner desk, I answered, “I did,” before
realizing how curt my two-word response sounded. I chided myself for not making more of an
effort on day one with my new intern boss. In my defense, I didn’t know her all that well and didn’t
want to overload her with unnecessary drivel.Liz widened her eyes and tilted her head. A
knowing silent bond connected us. Jack Ray, a deranged art swindler who had dated and run an
import scam with one of my professors last year, had also cheated the campus gallery with fake
paintings a few years before. I’d messed up his plans both times, and for that he had tried to kill
me. With the passing of time and other pressing life blips, I’d banished his memory to the
outskirts of my radar screen and hoped Liz had done the same.“No odd occurrences or
sightings?” she asked.I concentrated to read the creases sketched around her eyes and mouth.
Deep enough to refuse the modest amount of foundation and blush she wore, they gave her a
stoic appearance, and I wasn’t sure if that question was meant to be light and funny or serious.
Why couldn’t she leave history where it belonged? I rubbed the eye of Horus pendant I wore on
my neck. Although it was superstitious of me, I didn’t like to talk about the past. Normally I was a
straight shooter kind of gal, not one to be lured by talk of omens, curses, or prophecies. I



believed everything had a natural order, yet, logic be damned, felt that if I talked about people,
ones I didn’t want involvement with, it would open an invitation for them to revisit. There were a
handful of names I avoided discussing: Billy Ray, who was dead; his cousin Jack, who was in
prison; Professor Schleck, who last I heard had been placed on an unpaid sabbatical for her
involvement in the import of stolen art from Germany. “No, nothing,” I said and scavenged around
my brain for a safe subject.Feigning an interest in the pile of boxes that sat in the corner of the
room, I asked, “Is that donor artwork?”She shook her head. “New exhibition. The gallery will be
exploring the signs of the zodiac, past and present.”“Zodiac?”Her head bobbed with vigor. “It’s
going to be something very special. The time line will be vast, ranging from ancient times to
modern day. I have arranged to borrow some exquisite pieces, bronze zodiac heads, an Iranian
inkwell with carved zodiac medallions, some sixteenth-century jade Qing dynasty carvings, as
well as life-sized photography of Sala dello Zodiaco. The exhibit will pose the question: Signs of
the Zodiac: Man’s Juxtaposition of Science and Prophecy?”It wouldn’t have been my choice for
an exhibition theme.Lowering her voice, she said, “You must’ve been shocked when you
discovered your roommate and the professor had been taken prisoner by that Jack Ray creep.
Poor things. Such an ordeal.”Checking my Swatch, I realized the minutes were ticking like hours.
“I’ve put all that behind me and am looking forward to my senior-year classes and interning
here.” From impolite to kiss ass in under two seconds. Well done, O’Brien.Liz moved to nuke a
mug of water. After a minute of high-pitched whirling sounds, she removed the cup and dunked a
tea bag three times before setting the barely moistened bag on a saucer. “You’re so wise at such
a young age. Bet you’re excited to graduate. Are you going to pursue another degree or a
career?” I heaved a sigh. Thank God, a more pleasant topic.“I’ll probably apply to grad school. I
want to keep a few options open.”“Do you have any classes with the new professor, Atticus
Kensington?”“‘Perspectives in Preservation.’”Liz blew on her tea. “With your background at your
family restoration business, you should be teaching Atticus.”Since when had Liz become my
biggest fan? The way she sat on the edge of her roller chair, not taking her eyes off me, felt
intrusive. I mean I was nobody, just a broke art history student trying to get a degree. A hideous
thought wrapped around my brain. Could Liz Stein be afraid of me? Was that why she wanted to
delve into a personal chat? Was she worried that I was a trouble magnet and that she could be
next?We both heard the clunk clunk of dolly wheels over the threshold from the hallway into the
storage room that served as Liz’s and my intern office. The courier wore a pair of lightning bolt
Neff Brodie sunglasses and a baseball hat, embroidered with the logo Package Plus Delivery.
Stopping in front of me, he extended his clipboard. “O’Brien.”Being recognized before you
recognized someone was never good. Rocking onto his toes, the guy fidgeted, and my eye was
drawn to a toothpick that bobbed along the bottom quadrants of his mouth. This courier was like
a bad banana that turns the bunch brown. “Nash Wilson. You’re still a delivery boy?”A cocky grin
grew on his face. “You keep mailing and accepting them, and soon you’ll be qualified for a job at
the post office.”“You two know one another?” Liz asked.“Not really.”“Yeah, we do. O’Brien and I
go way back.”Liz gave us a curious look.I signed quickly. “Acquaintance by association. Thought



even you’d be able to find some other line of work by now.”He unloaded the pile at my feet.
“Seems we’ve both found our calling. Package business is booming.”From behind her desk, Liz
stood. “Do be careful. These are for the zodiac exhibition.”“Zodiac? Are y’all gonna have one of
those horoscope readers who dishes out romantic advice and predictions? Women love that
kinda shit. My momma only buys the paper for her horoscope. Throws the rest away.” He nudged
my arm. “The juicier, the better. She says they always come true, as long as you follow the
clues.”Liz removed a log book from a drawer of her desk and moved toward the pile of boxes. As
she looked at each one, she made a checkmark in the book she held. “It is unfortunate. We live
in a time where most people think of their zodiac sign as a column that comes out in the back of
a magazine or newspaper.”“I’m a Cancer. The sensitive type,” he said.The don’t-think easy-buck
trouble-prone type. His dufus assertion coerced a brain dump to spew out of my mouth.
“Historically, the zodiac was a circle of twelve thirty-degree divisions of celestial longitude. The
divisions were called signs. Sailors used the night sky to determine their course. Before
compasses, the zodiac served as a celestial navigation system.”“What about the animals and
birth stones?” Nash asked.“People confuse astrology with astronomy.”Nash worked his toothpick
hard as he struggled to wrap his head around that nugget.“Astronomy studies celestial
phenomena. The objects in the sky. Their position, history, that kind of thing. It’s a science.
Astrology makes correlations of stuff in the sky with events on earth not easily explained by
traditional measurable scientific concepts.”Liz stared at a package, and Nash asked, “Everything
okay?”She handed me a small box. “Rachael, this one is addressed to you.”I stink eyed Nash.
He’d played messenger last year when he’d delivered a note from Jackson Kimball, a romantic
mistake I’d tangled with, and I wondered if he was playing matchmaker again. “Who is this
from?”Lifting both hands in the air, he pleaded his innocence.“Aren’t you going to open it?” Liz
asked.The size of a mini muffin tin, the parcel was wrapped in brown paper and tied up with red-
and-white bakery box twine. There wasn’t a return address. I would’ve rather waited to open it in
private, but that would’ve given the impression that I was concealing something, and honestly I
had no idea who this was from and didn’t have anything to hide. As I peeled the paper aside,
there was a knock on the open door. We all looked up.“I’m looking for Rachael O’Brien.”“Agent
Cauldwell,” I said.“Been a while.”“Is everything okay?” I asked.Beneath a pair of black Ray Bans
that rested on top of his head, the foam mousse he’d used made his dirty blond hair look wet. I
hadn’t seen or spoken to the FBI agent who specialized in art crimes since last year when I’d left
town the week of spring break, directly defying his advice. I assumed he’d heard about Professor
Schleck, Katie Lee, and me being kidnapped, but I wasn’t sure if he knew about the dead body
in the shed that Francine and I discovered over the summer. Feeling my face flush, I hoped he
wasn’t here to deliver an “I told you so” in front of Liz and Nash. That would be completely
humiliating.His fingers, gripping the edge of the open metal door, drummed a release of nervous
energy. “Everything’s fine. Was in the area and thought I’d say a friendly hello. Welcome back to
campus.”It had been my experience that Mr. FBI never made social calls. He was so full of shit.
“Agent Cauldwell, this is Liz Stein, curator of the gallery and my boss. And you remember



Nash.”Nash showed a determined focus on his shoelaces that he was tying behind a pile of
boxes, but at the call of his name, he looked up, smiled, and tipped the lid of his hat.The corners
of Agent Cauldwell’s mouth twitched. Moving closer to where I stood, he asked, “What d’ya have
there?”As I cleared my throat, I drank in his cologne, a combination of citrus and musk. Even
under a sport coat, I could see his firm chest pressed against the dress shirt he wore that
tapered to his thin hips. “No sure,” I said, willing myself to focus on his face and not the
package.“Don’t let me stop you. Open it up.”All eyes were on me as I peeled away the paper.
Inside, a tin box was sealed with wax, and I used the edge of a staple remover to splice the seal.
Tucked underneath wooden shavings was a squat jar with a label marked lubrifiant in chicken
scratch handwriting. Digging deeper, I found a metal key as long as my hand that hung on a
leather loop. Twisted metal that reminded me of an unruly garden vine framed the top bow
portion and ran down the length of its shaft, stopping near the throat before the teeth. Set into
the top portion of the key was a stamped impression that I didn’t recognize. Small coinlike
charms and stones had been affixed to the shank.Liz stepped back to her desk to fetch a pair of
glasses. When she returned she huddled close. “Such a curious piece. May I?” she asked,
stretching out her hand.“Who’s it from?” Agent Cauldwell asked.“Looks like it’s the key to
someone’s heart. Seems Raz has an admirer,” Nash said.Liz and Agent Cauldwell waited for an
explanation, and I got the vibe that they were concerned that I was holding back, but the only
information I withheld was regarding my freshman-year stalker, Billy Ray, who I knew to be dead.
I guessed that they suspected the gift was from him and that he’d taken an interest in me again.If
forced to guess, this gift was from someone I’d met recently, more than likely the root doctor
named Rilda who I didn’t want to tell Agent Cauldwell about since she was on the run after
drugging, stringing up, and slitting the throat of a serial abuser. But if I didn’t say something,
everyone would become overly suspicious and think I was into trouble again, which of course I
wasn’t. So I told a fib, purely for self-preservation purposes. “It’s from my mom. The jar salve is a
home remedy for my dodgy shoulder and the key is just a decorative paperweight. Nash met her
at our Halloween party last year. She travels around a lot. I guess she knew that you’d deliver it
safely.”Liz bought the story hook, line, and sinker, Nash was smart enough to keep his lip zipped,
but Agent Cauldwell’s expression was betrayed by the barest hint of a smile.NOTE TO
SELFBefore classes have even begun, the kooky is coming out of the cracks. Must keep Nash
on a business-only relationship and away from Katie Lee for her sake. Should do the same with
Agent Cauldwell for my sake.SEPTEMBER 1989CHAPTER 4Aim ToTrue to form, the Carolina
heat flogged those who dared to expose themselves to it for more than five minutes. All my
roommates were true southerners, which meant that they were immune to the rising mercury
and didn’t outwardly show signs of breaking a sweat. Although I’d been living most of the last
three years in North Carolina, June through August, I still wilted into a muddle of tacky
perspiration. Francine would look at my droopy appearance and make some offhand comment
about watching for scattering ants that bring fair weather.Having my class schedule and being
settled into Sheila Sinclair’s swank house, I expected college life to begin clucking along,



especially since Stone, my pseudo noncommitted boyfriend—which translated into neither of us
saying we were exclusive—had secured a teaching position on campus. The sparks were still
there, and I anticipated that we’d be rekindling the flame very soon.In the past, unsavory
associations had thrown detours into my college experience. Over the summer I determined that
a lack of planning and not sticking to a schedule on my part was mostly to blame for the hiccups
that had found their way into my stratosphere. This year, I came to campus prepared, and with
finances, housing, classes, and even a romance neatly aligned, I’d channel my focus on making
my grades and getting a degree.I rushed between buildings and navigated the shortest route
toward the air-conditioned solace of the Weatherspoon Gallery where I could count on freezer
zone temperatures. Housing high-priced art and sculptures, it was the one place that couldn’t
afford humidity.A necessary requirement to keep my art history scholarship, I’d arranged this
internship at the campus art gallery. “How did your class selection work out this semester? Did
you get all the courses you needed?” Liz Stein, the curator, asked from the opposite side of the
back storage room. Her delicate skin, the abundance of rouge on her cheeks that hadn’t been
blended, and the pink lipstick that gleamed too bright for her coloring gave her the resemblance
of a porcelain doll.Leaning my backside on an empty corner desk, I answered, “I did,” before
realizing how curt my two-word response sounded. I chided myself for not making more of an
effort on day one with my new intern boss. In my defense, I didn’t know her all that well and didn’t
want to overload her with unnecessary drivel.Liz widened her eyes and tilted her head. A
knowing silent bond connected us. Jack Ray, a deranged art swindler who had dated and run an
import scam with one of my professors last year, had also cheated the campus gallery with fake
paintings a few years before. I’d messed up his plans both times, and for that he had tried to kill
me. With the passing of time and other pressing life blips, I’d banished his memory to the
outskirts of my radar screen and hoped Liz had done the same.“No odd occurrences or
sightings?” she asked.I concentrated to read the creases sketched around her eyes and mouth.
Deep enough to refuse the modest amount of foundation and blush she wore, they gave her a
stoic appearance, and I wasn’t sure if that question was meant to be light and funny or serious.
Why couldn’t she leave history where it belonged? I rubbed the eye of Horus pendant I wore on
my neck. Although it was superstitious of me, I didn’t like to talk about the past. Normally I was a
straight shooter kind of gal, not one to be lured by talk of omens, curses, or prophecies. I
believed everything had a natural order, yet, logic be damned, felt that if I talked about people,
ones I didn’t want involvement with, it would open an invitation for them to revisit. There were a
handful of names I avoided discussing: Billy Ray, who was dead; his cousin Jack, who was in
prison; Professor Schleck, who last I heard had been placed on an unpaid sabbatical for her
involvement in the import of stolen art from Germany. “No, nothing,” I said and scavenged around
my brain for a safe subject.Feigning an interest in the pile of boxes that sat in the corner of the
room, I asked, “Is that donor artwork?”She shook her head. “New exhibition. The gallery will be
exploring the signs of the zodiac, past and present.”“Zodiac?”Her head bobbed with vigor. “It’s
going to be something very special. The time line will be vast, ranging from ancient times to



modern day. I have arranged to borrow some exquisite pieces, bronze zodiac heads, an Iranian
inkwell with carved zodiac medallions, some sixteenth-century jade Qing dynasty carvings, as
well as life-sized photography of Sala dello Zodiaco. The exhibit will pose the question: Signs of
the Zodiac: Man’s Juxtaposition of Science and Prophecy?”It wouldn’t have been my choice for
an exhibition theme.Lowering her voice, she said, “You must’ve been shocked when you
discovered your roommate and the professor had been taken prisoner by that Jack Ray creep.
Poor things. Such an ordeal.”Checking my Swatch, I realized the minutes were ticking like hours.
“I’ve put all that behind me and am looking forward to my senior-year classes and interning
here.” From impolite to kiss ass in under two seconds. Well done, O’Brien.Liz moved to nuke a
mug of water. After a minute of high-pitched whirling sounds, she removed the cup and dunked a
tea bag three times before setting the barely moistened bag on a saucer. “You’re so wise at such
a young age. Bet you’re excited to graduate. Are you going to pursue another degree or a
career?” I heaved a sigh. Thank God, a more pleasant topic.“I’ll probably apply to grad school. I
want to keep a few options open.”“Do you have any classes with the new professor, Atticus
Kensington?”“‘Perspectives in Preservation.’”Liz blew on her tea. “With your background at your
family restoration business, you should be teaching Atticus.”Since when had Liz become my
biggest fan? The way she sat on the edge of her roller chair, not taking her eyes off me, felt
intrusive. I mean I was nobody, just a broke art history student trying to get a degree. A hideous
thought wrapped around my brain. Could Liz Stein be afraid of me? Was that why she wanted to
delve into a personal chat? Was she worried that I was a trouble magnet and that she could be
next?We both heard the clunk clunk of dolly wheels over the threshold from the hallway into the
storage room that served as Liz’s and my intern office. The courier wore a pair of lightning bolt
Neff Brodie sunglasses and a baseball hat, embroidered with the logo Package Plus Delivery.
Stopping in front of me, he extended his clipboard. “O’Brien.”Being recognized before you
recognized someone was never good. Rocking onto his toes, the guy fidgeted, and my eye was
drawn to a toothpick that bobbed along the bottom quadrants of his mouth. This courier was like
a bad banana that turns the bunch brown. “Nash Wilson. You’re still a delivery boy?”A cocky grin
grew on his face. “You keep mailing and accepting them, and soon you’ll be qualified for a job at
the post office.”“You two know one another?” Liz asked.“Not really.”“Yeah, we do. O’Brien and I
go way back.”Liz gave us a curious look.I signed quickly. “Acquaintance by association. Thought
even you’d be able to find some other line of work by now.”He unloaded the pile at my feet.
“Seems we’ve both found our calling. Package business is booming.”From behind her desk, Liz
stood. “Do be careful. These are for the zodiac exhibition.”“Zodiac? Are y’all gonna have one of
those horoscope readers who dishes out romantic advice and predictions? Women love that
kinda shit. My momma only buys the paper for her horoscope. Throws the rest away.” He nudged
my arm. “The juicier, the better. She says they always come true, as long as you follow the
clues.”Liz removed a log book from a drawer of her desk and moved toward the pile of boxes. As
she looked at each one, she made a checkmark in the book she held. “It is unfortunate. We live
in a time where most people think of their zodiac sign as a column that comes out in the back of



a magazine or newspaper.”“I’m a Cancer. The sensitive type,” he said.The don’t-think easy-buck
trouble-prone type. His dufus assertion coerced a brain dump to spew out of my mouth.
“Historically, the zodiac was a circle of twelve thirty-degree divisions of celestial longitude. The
divisions were called signs. Sailors used the night sky to determine their course. Before
compasses, the zodiac served as a celestial navigation system.”“What about the animals and
birth stones?” Nash asked.“People confuse astrology with astronomy.”Nash worked his toothpick
hard as he struggled to wrap his head around that nugget.“Astronomy studies celestial
phenomena. The objects in the sky. Their position, history, that kind of thing. It’s a science.
Astrology makes correlations of stuff in the sky with events on earth not easily explained by
traditional measurable scientific concepts.”Liz stared at a package, and Nash asked, “Everything
okay?”She handed me a small box. “Rachael, this one is addressed to you.”I stink eyed Nash.
He’d played messenger last year when he’d delivered a note from Jackson Kimball, a romantic
mistake I’d tangled with, and I wondered if he was playing matchmaker again. “Who is this
from?”Lifting both hands in the air, he pleaded his innocence.“Aren’t you going to open it?” Liz
asked.The size of a mini muffin tin, the parcel was wrapped in brown paper and tied up with red-
and-white bakery box twine. There wasn’t a return address. I would’ve rather waited to open it in
private, but that would’ve given the impression that I was concealing something, and honestly I
had no idea who this was from and didn’t have anything to hide. As I peeled the paper aside,
there was a knock on the open door. We all looked up.“I’m looking for Rachael O’Brien.”“Agent
Cauldwell,” I said.“Been a while.”“Is everything okay?” I asked.Beneath a pair of black Ray Bans
that rested on top of his head, the foam mousse he’d used made his dirty blond hair look wet. I
hadn’t seen or spoken to the FBI agent who specialized in art crimes since last year when I’d left
town the week of spring break, directly defying his advice. I assumed he’d heard about Professor
Schleck, Katie Lee, and me being kidnapped, but I wasn’t sure if he knew about the dead body
in the shed that Francine and I discovered over the summer. Feeling my face flush, I hoped he
wasn’t here to deliver an “I told you so” in front of Liz and Nash. That would be completely
humiliating.His fingers, gripping the edge of the open metal door, drummed a release of nervous
energy. “Everything’s fine. Was in the area and thought I’d say a friendly hello. Welcome back to
campus.”It had been my experience that Mr. FBI never made social calls. He was so full of shit.
“Agent Cauldwell, this is Liz Stein, curator of the gallery and my boss. And you remember
Nash.”Nash showed a determined focus on his shoelaces that he was tying behind a pile of
boxes, but at the call of his name, he looked up, smiled, and tipped the lid of his hat.The corners
of Agent Cauldwell’s mouth twitched. Moving closer to where I stood, he asked, “What d’ya have
there?”As I cleared my throat, I drank in his cologne, a combination of citrus and musk. Even
under a sport coat, I could see his firm chest pressed against the dress shirt he wore that
tapered to his thin hips. “No sure,” I said, willing myself to focus on his face and not the
package.“Don’t let me stop you. Open it up.”All eyes were on me as I peeled away the paper.
Inside, a tin box was sealed with wax, and I used the edge of a staple remover to splice the seal.
Tucked underneath wooden shavings was a squat jar with a label marked lubrifiant in chicken



scratch handwriting. Digging deeper, I found a metal key as long as my hand that hung on a
leather loop. Twisted metal that reminded me of an unruly garden vine framed the top bow
portion and ran down the length of its shaft, stopping near the throat before the teeth. Set into
the top portion of the key was a stamped impression that I didn’t recognize. Small coinlike
charms and stones had been affixed to the shank.Liz stepped back to her desk to fetch a pair of
glasses. When she returned she huddled close. “Such a curious piece. May I?” she asked,
stretching out her hand.“Who’s it from?” Agent Cauldwell asked.“Looks like it’s the key to
someone’s heart. Seems Raz has an admirer,” Nash said.Liz and Agent Cauldwell waited for an
explanation, and I got the vibe that they were concerned that I was holding back, but the only
information I withheld was regarding my freshman-year stalker, Billy Ray, who I knew to be dead.
I guessed that they suspected the gift was from him and that he’d taken an interest in me again.If
forced to guess, this gift was from someone I’d met recently, more than likely the root doctor
named Rilda who I didn’t want to tell Agent Cauldwell about since she was on the run after
drugging, stringing up, and slitting the throat of a serial abuser. But if I didn’t say something,
everyone would become overly suspicious and think I was into trouble again, which of course I
wasn’t. So I told a fib, purely for self-preservation purposes. “It’s from my mom. The jar salve is a
home remedy for my dodgy shoulder and the key is just a decorative paperweight. Nash met her
at our Halloween party last year. She travels around a lot. I guess she knew that you’d deliver it
safely.”Liz bought the story hook, line, and sinker, Nash was smart enough to keep his lip zipped,
but Agent Cauldwell’s expression was betrayed by the barest hint of a smile.NOTE TO
SELFBefore classes have even begun, the kooky is coming out of the cracks. Must keep Nash
on a business-only relationship and away from Katie Lee for her sake. Should do the same with
Agent Cauldwell for my sake.CHAPTER 5Walking on a SlantLate afternoon the Holiday Inn
served an eclectic mix of patrons. I strolled past a gray-bearded man who idly stared at golf on
the TV while he tossed nut mix into his mouth. In a corner, a few business types reviewed
paperwork, and besides my roommates occupying a rear booth, a couple of guys wearing
baseball caps and acid-wash baggy jeans tossed back beers as they launched darts at a well-
worn board. The day before classes and course work piled on, Katie Lee, Francine, and Jet had
gotten a head start on happy hour, and when my roommates saw me enter, all their mouths
closed while their eyeballs focused on my stride. It didn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that
I’d just interrupted a “Rachael” conversation. I didn’t like being the hot topic in the house, but I
knew that with Nash in the vicinity, Sheila’s insatiable penchant for men, Francine coming off a
summer fling thing but pretending she hadn’t as she resumed her steady Roger romance, and
Jet, who’d dropped out of college to pursue a mechanics career, someone had to top my
position, and it couldn’t come soon enough.CHAPTER 5Walking on a SlantLate afternoon the
Holiday Inn served an eclectic mix of patrons. I strolled past a gray-bearded man who idly stared
at golf on the TV while he tossed nut mix into his mouth. In a corner, a few business types
reviewed paperwork, and besides my roommates occupying a rear booth, a couple of guys
wearing baseball caps and acid-wash baggy jeans tossed back beers as they launched darts at



a well-worn board. The day before classes and course work piled on, Katie Lee, Francine, and
Jet had gotten a head start on happy hour, and when my roommates saw me enter, all their
mouths closed while their eyeballs focused on my stride. It didn’t take a rocket scientist to figure
out that I’d just interrupted a “Rachael” conversation. I didn’t like being the hot topic in the house,
but I knew that with Nash in the vicinity, Sheila’s insatiable penchant for men, Francine coming
off a summer fling thing but pretending she hadn’t as she resumed her steady Roger romance,
and Jet, who’d dropped out of college to pursue a mechanics career, someone had to top my
position, and it couldn’t come soon enough.
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Chronicles Book 10)
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Jamie and Heather Hejduk, “Another wild and crazy year. It’s Rachael’s last year of college and,
of course, craziness follows her once again. Starting with Betts and Maeve burglarizing GG’s
house, moving on to the early birth of her father and Trudy’s baby, and then a return to New
Orleans with boy issues added in there, too, equals one wild and crazy year.Praise the Lard, the
seventh of the Rachael O’Brien Chronicles, was one of the best in the series. It’s got loads of
action interspersed with humor. I enjoyed it very much and recommend reading it (and the rest of
the series, too).”

K. Reitan, “Praise the Lard is ever so fun.. A really fun book following Rachael into her final year
of college. Adventure and mystery still abound and we finally get to see more about what Bets is
really after and more about GeeGee's mysterious past. You'd think graduation would be the end
of the Rachael O/Brien Chronicles, but the very end of the book promises a lot more possibility.
Maybe we will finally find out something about Stone. Overall, this author engages and keeps
you laughing and guessing. I like that the setting is from Sept-June, so we follow Rachael and
her friends through the whole year.”

Sam.SpeedRacer, “I really enjoy this series & ended up reading one right after .... Although it
may not be a classic piece of literature in the long run, I really enjoy this series & ended up
reading one right after another all the way to the last book in the series. I look forward to reading
more as they come out.”

Jen K, “Another winner in the Rachael O'Brien series!. Another winner in the Rachael O'Brien
series! Unlike some series that grow stale and blah with each book, this one just keeps getting
better and better! I can never predict what Rachael is going to do next, which makes for an
entertaining and surprising read. Boy, the trouble this girl finds herself in! So glad she wasn't my
college roommate. ;-) Definitely read them in order if you're just starting this series. Can't wait to
see what happens next!”

Bookwormish Me, “Loved this series!!. Just finished this, book 7, of the series. I tore through this
series like it was a bag of M&Ms. Paisley's writing is fun and addictive. I can only say that I highly
recommend this series to provide an antidote to whatever ails you. Rachael O'Brien is a fireball
of a character, and her roommates/friends are the perfect companions. So much fun. I want to
read it all over again.”

Susanne Tenold, “I am in love with the Rachael OBrien chronicles and cannot wait to .... I am in
love with the Rachael OBrien chronicles and cannot wait to see what happens next. The only
thing that makes me not want to read the books is that I can not put them down and then I have
to wait until the next book comes out. I hope Paisley Ray keeps these books going for a long



time.”

TJ, “Yes! Recovery from book 6!!!. I loved this book, it was more like books 1-5 in story telling,
and all the characters were back. I was hesitant to purchase this one after my disappointment in
book 6, but I'm so glad I did. Poor Rachael, if it weren't for bad luck, she'd have no luck at
all....but it always works out in the end.”

Angela, “Another great book in this series!. As someone who went to college in the late 80's/
early 90's, I can relate to so much of what goes on in the lives of these characters! It will be
interesting to see where the series goes now that Rachel has graduated and they are all going
separate ways - or maybe they're not? Can't wait for the next one, already!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Rachel does it again!. I have read all the preceding books to this seventh
episode of the Rachel O'Brien Chronicles. I bought this one on release day, after a long wait for
it to arrive! I was not disappointed. I originally bought book 1 as a free book for my kindle and
halfway through I was hooked. I thereafter bought all the sequel books. I grew up in the 80s so a
lot of the book held nostalgic memories, music of my past and unearthed a longing for times
gone by when mobile phones were unthinkable and the Internet was nonexistent. Rachel
started college hoping to lose her virginity and in the end gained so much more than a hot night
of passion. She made some funny, fabulous and loveable friends in her first year and her
adventures made sure she gained some weird and dangerous liaisons. All of the characters in
these books resurfaced in book 7. I sincerely hope that we get another instalment in Rachel's
life. I don't usually write reviews as I don't want to spoil things for future readers. What I will say
though is that you will not be disappointed by book 7. If you haven't read the rest first you'll want
to go back in time and see what Rachel got herself into and marvel at the way things go in the
end. I personally would love to see a personal relationship with Rachel and the "FBI
weatherman" and think it would be hotter than Francine's cooking! Nothing goes straightforward
for Rachel though and I'm sure if Paisley Ray writes another episode I'm 100% sure I will be first
in line on release day! Enjoy reading these books as much as I have and thank you to Paisley for
creating these loveable characters and heartwarming stories x”

helen, “Can't wait till next book. Can not wait until Rachel next step in life. Love these books
please hurry with number eight. Paisley Ray is brilliant.”

H. Kotrus, “Another great story in the series. I'll admit this book was a bit confusing in parts but
still another great book in the series. Rachel continues to be a compelling heroine and while I did
not find the plot quite as easy to follow as the first 6 books, it was still a compelling read.
Although Rachel was dreading a return to New Orleans, I was delighted to be taken back there.
Paisley does a wonderful job of creating an alluring, mystical setting that gives a timeless appeal
to this famous city. I look forward with anticipation to where the next instalment in the series will



take us!”

kerrie57, “A wonderful  book. Another great story so funny in parts  ”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 93 people have provided feedback.
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